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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis I explore the Smithsonian Institution’s (SI) changing first lady narratives 

through two exhibits and their catalogs. First, I examine the First Ladies Hall exhibit (1965) at 

the Museum of History and Technology through its catalog, establishing its first lady narrative as 

the traditional, ideal 1950s woman - a hostess and fashion icon. Then, I define SI’s modern first 

lady narrative as presented in the Smithsonian First Ladies Collection catalog (2014) and the 

First Ladies exhibit (2011) at the National Museum of American History (NMAH). Comparing 

the narratives of the 2014 catalog and 2011 exhibit to the 1965 exhibit, I argue that NMAH’s 

first lady narrative maintains the traditional first lady narrative of First Ladies Hall.  

In this thesis, I further argue that this narrow and outdated first lady narrative fails to 

reflect the complexities of the modern first lady as a public, political, and private figure who 

must balance each of these dimensions to meet expanding public expectations of her role. I use a 

site visit, blog posts, newspaper reviews, and an interview with the curator to explore the First 

Ladies exhibit and narrative in comparison with curator and designer goals and the standards of 

the modern educational museum. I find that the exhibit fails to meet curator and designer goals to 

present the modern, complex first lady; it thus fails to fulfill the duties of the modern museum to 

present a challenging narrative that allows visitors to critically reflect and form their own image 

of the first lady. Ultimately, I conclude that NMAH’s the First Ladies misrepresents the modern 

first lady and miseducates visitors on this influential and ever-growing role. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 In 2017, nearly 4 million people visited the Smithsonian’s National Museum of American 

History (NMAH) on the National Mall in Washington, D.C.1 Though NMAH is the Smithsonian 

Institution’s (SI) third most visited museum, it houses one of the most popular exhibits in SI 

history: the First Ladies, which the American public considers an “American icon and a 

treasured memory.”2 This permanent exhibit, opened in 2011, is the most recent exhibition of 

SI’s First Ladies Collection. Since its creation in 1912 when first lady Helen Taft donated her 

gown to SI, the collection has seen many exhibits since 1914, such as the 1965 First Ladies Hall 

and 1992 First Ladies: Political Role and Public Image exhibits.3 Visitors have flocked to these 

exhibits for decades to view the first ladies’ inaugural gowns. The current exhibit displays only a 

fraction of the over 1000 objects in the collection, which includes gowns, accessories, personal 

items, china, and political items.4 According to curator Lisa Kathleen Graddy, The First Ladies 

intends to encourage visitors to reflect on “the changing role played by the first lady and 

American women over the past 200 years” by examining how each first lady approached and 

influenced the role and focusing on her “actions while in office.”5 As stated by Graddy, the 

exhibit is meant to explore the role of first lady as an action-oriented public and political figure 

                                                
1 "Visitor Statistics," Newsdesk: Newsroom of the Smithsonian, Accessed April 12, 2018, 

https://newsdesk.si.edu/about/stats. 

 
2 Lisa Kathleen Graddy and Amy Pastan, The Smithsonian First Ladies Collection (Washington: 

Smithsonian Books, 2014): 11. 

 
3 Graddy and Pastan, 7-11. 

 
4 Smithsonian Institution Press Release, November 15, 1962, Accession #95-090, Smithsonian Institution 

Archives Washington, D.C.; "The First Ladies Collection," National Museum of American History, September 26, 

2013, accessed February 22, 2018, http://americanhistory.si.edu/first-ladies/first-ladies-collection. 

 
5 "The First Ladies," National Museum of American History, January 18, 2017, accessed February 22, 

2018, http://americanhistory.si.edu/exhibitions/first-ladies. 
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alongside displaying the collection of gowns, catering to the public’s rapt interest in first lady 

fashion. In this thesis, I argue that despite shifts in the first lady role and in the Smithsonian’s 

definition of the first lady, NMAH’s first lady narrative in the First Ladies exhibit and the 

Smithsonian First Ladies Collection catalog presents a hollow recapitulation of the 1965 First 

Ladies Hall exhibit narrative of the first lady as a traditional ideal 1950s woman, failing to 

present the modern first lady, achieve curator goals, or meet modern museum standards.  

 To understand this argument, it is important to recognize that since its inception with the 

tenure of Martha Washington, the first lady position has evolved to include various roles and 

responsibilities, each of which affords the first lady unique influence as a public advocate and 

political figure. In the 18th and 19th centuries, first ladies defined their roles according to social 

expectations of their female contemporaries. This meant that early first ladies concentrated on 

roles like that of hostess, supporting their husbands’ political endeavors, and embodying the 

“ideals of home, family, and womanhood” as stated by Edith Mayo, former curator of the 

Smithsonian First Ladies Collection.6 Women were not afforded “a role in public affairs” outside 

of these domestic roles, but the first ladies exercised power through these roles, using 

entertainment to legitimize their administration or promote diplomacy.7 Through this subtle 

influence, the first lady position “swiftly acquired a public and political dimension,” and 

subsequent first ladies began to outwardly use and expand their influence within these 

dimensions.8 While earlier first ladies like Dolley Madison exerted more covert political 

                                                
6 Edith Mayo and Lisa Kathleen Graddy, First Ladies: Political Role and Public Image (London: Scala 

Publishers, 2004), 8. 

 
7 “Centennial Book Tells of ‘First Ladies’” (Pioneer Press, Bear Lake, Michigan: 1975), RU 007466, 

Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C. 

 
8 Mayo and Graddy, 12. 
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influence through the customary female roles of hostess and wife, first ladies from the mid-20th 

century on established the first lady as an overt public and political figure. For example, first 

ladies like Eleanor Roosevelt, Nancy Reagan, and Michelle Obama began “developing 

comprehensive programs for social change;” these more recent first ladies are considered the 

president’s political partner and often have defined roles in their political administrations 

working on the president’s agenda.9 Thus while the first lady has always been an influential 

position, the roles and methods through which they implement their influence have shifted as 

social expectations of women have grown to include public and political work. Each exhibit of 

the collection worked to reflect the constantly changing role of the first lady as well as 

improvements in museum practice. For example, the 1992 First Ladies: Political Role and 

Public Image left behind the fashion-focused exhibits of the mid-20th century SI to explore the 

first ladies’ work.10 Furthermore, SI moved from simple displays of objects without detailed 

information or context to exhibiting objects within a larger narrative, giving the objects meaning 

and significance.11 These modern exhibits brought about changes in the nature of the collection, 

as the Smithsonian added items related to the political and public work of first ladies alongside 

the gowns and accessories.12  

In this thesis, I examine the narrative of NMAH’s the First Ladies exhibit to evaluate 

how it meets its goal to present this complex role of first lady. To aid in this examination, I 

compare the 2011 exhibit narrative to that of the 1965 First Ladies Hall exhibit. First designed in 

                                                
9 Mayo and Graddy, 24, 36-37 

 
10 Graddy and Pastan, 6-7, 11. 

 
11 Robert C. Post, Who Owns America’s Past?: The Smithsonian and the Problem of History (Johns 

Hopkins University Press, 2017), xi, xv.  

 
12 Graddy and Pastan, 11. 
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the 1950s and reinstalled in a new building in 1964, this exhibit presented the first lady in terms 

of the traditional expectations of 1950s women, a decade characterized by the cult of domesticity 

and the back-to-the-home movement. In First Ladies Hall, the first lady was depicted as the ideal 

representation of this 1950s woman, filling the primary roles of hostess, devoted wife and 

mother, and fashion icon. This 1950s idealization of the first lady is the “traditional narrative” to 

which I refer in this thesis. I analyze the First Ladies Hall exhibit catalog, as well as primary 

exhibit documents including press releases, draft labels, and exhibit scripts to craft an analytical 

image of the exhibit and read its narrative. In examining the 2011 exhibit narrative of the first 

lady, I critically evaluate how it uses wall text and label language, object choice, and exhibit 

design to present a modern view of the first lady. I use the term “modern" to refer to a complex 

understanding of the first lady as not only a hostess and fashion icon, but also as a political 

influencer within those roles and an overt public and political figure. To achieve this, I analyze 

the Smithsonian First Ladies Collection catalog in conjunction with an analytical exhibit site 

visit to craft a definition of NMAH’s first lady narrative. The exhibit catalogs provide a unique 

perspective on the exhibit because they are meant to provide visitors with the crux of the exhibit 

and give a summary of what is most important for the visitor to know about the exhibit - almost 

like the back cover of a book. Thus, the specific language of, objects presented in, and subject 

matter discussed in the catalog present the overall exhibit narrative. 

 The role of first lady has been the subject of scholarly studies and articles, as well as the 

two popular SI exhibits in 1965 and 2011. A significant amount of scholarly work analyzes 

theories of exhibit narrative creation and purpose, and curator influence on exhibits. I use such 

work to situate my analysis of primary and secondary sources on the 1965 and 2011 exhibits. 

 Scholarly work on SI institutionally contextualizes my comparative examination of the 
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1965 and 2011 exhibits. Robert C. Post’s Who Owns America’s Past? (2017) describes the 

evolution of SI from 1930 to the 21st century, concluding that SI exhibit practice has shifted to 

engineer specific exhibit narratives by interpreting objects, rather than simply displaying objects 

with little information.13 Articles on specific Smithsonian museums, like Paul Richard’s “Shards 

of Many Untold Stories” and Philip Kennicott’s  “The African American Museum tells powerful 

stories - but not as powerfully as it could” argue that SI museums that rely heavily on multimedia 

displays or do not create object-based narratives lack effectiveness in attracting and educating 

visitors. This is because objects grab visitors’ attention over other exhibit elements, and a lack of 

objects leads to a weak, intangible narrative; furthermore, exhibits that rely on multimedia 

elements can alienate visitors who are unfamiliar with or uninterested in technology.14 I utilize 

Post’s discussion of the evolution of SI as a comparative framework for the 1965 and 2011 

exhibits, adding to Post’s work by examining the influence of curators and public perception on 

these exhibits. Similarly to Richard and Kennicott, my thesis examines how the 1965 and 2011 

exhibits present narratives through objects and display tactics. However, my thesis project differs 

from these sources because I investigate a specific exhibit, its catalog, and its narrative 

representation of a specific subject -- the first lady. My project adds to scholarly work on 

museum practice by using exhibit catalogs as key texts to evaluate exhibit narratives and 

techniques for their creation. Exhibit catalogs provide a curator-written perspective on an 

                                                
13 Robert C. Post, Who Owns America’s Past?: The Smithsonian and the Problem of History (Johns 

Hopkins University Press, 2017). 

 
14 Paul Richard, “Shards of Many Untold Stories: In Place of Unity, a Melange of Unconnected Objects,” 

Washington Post (September 21, 2004), C1, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A36886-

2004Sep20.html; Phillip Kennicott, “The African American Museum tells powerful stories - but not as powerfully as 

it could,” Washington Post (September 14, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/museums/the-

african-american-museum-tells-powerful-stories--but-in-a-disjointed-way/2016/09/14/b7ba7e4c-7849-11e6-bd86-
b7bbd53d2b5d_story.html?utm_term=.ab7c74a18741. 
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exhibit’s narrative. 

 Many sources explore how exhibit creation theory has shifted to focus on narrative 

creation rather than simple object display. Tony Bennett’s The Birth of the Museum (1995) 

examines the history of the modern museum, concluding that since the mid-20th century, exhibit 

creation practices have shifted to make exhibits more coherent and narrative-based, with curators 

working to craft specific stories.15 Bennett’s conclusion contextualizes how I discern the exhibit 

narratives, focusing particularly on wall texts, objects, and labels. Paula Marincola’s What Makes 

a Great Exhibition? (2006) argues that curation and museum practices have shifted to make 

exhibits more narrative-centric and more accessible to visitors with better installation, labeling, 

lighting techniques.16 I use Marincola’s work to examine how the 2011 exhibit employs these 

techniques to create a visual and physical narrative of the first lady. Furthermore, my project 

applies Marincola’s conclusions, focused on contemporary art exhibitions, to historical exhibits. 

 I use scholarly work on the role of first lady, changes to the role, and public expectations 

of the women who fill it, to socially contextualize shifts between the 1965 and 2011 exhibit 

narratives. Lisa Burn’s “Framing the Performance of the First Lady Position” and Jill Hummer’s 

“First Ladies and the Cultural Everywoman Ideal” examine the first lady through gender roles. 

Burns and Hummer claim that public perception of the first lady is formed by that public’s ideal 

of the American woman.17 My project incorporates these analyses of how gender role 

                                                
15 Tony Bennet, “The Exhibitionary Complex” in The Birth of the Museum (Routledge, May 1995). 

 
16 Paula Marincola (ed.). What Makes A Great Exhibition? (Philadelphia Exhibitions Initiative, 

Philadelphia Center for Arts and Heritage, 2006). 

 
17 Lisa M. Burns, “Framing the Performance of the First Lady Position: The Case of Hillary Rodham 

Clinton and the Candidates' Wives," White House Studies 8, no. 2 (February 2008): 117-133, America: History & 

Life, EBSCOhost (accessed September 16, 2017); Jill Abraham Hummer, “First Ladies and the Cultural 

Everywoman Ideal: Gender Performance and Representation,” White House Studies 9, no. 4 (December 2009): 403-
422, America: History & Life, EBSCOhost (accessed September 16, 2017). 
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expectations inform public expectations of the first lady, and goes further by applying this 

synthesis to the institutionalization of that perception in a museum exhibit. Scholarly articles like 

Virginia Chanley’s “The First Lady as Presidential Adviser, Policy Advocate, and Surrogate” 

(2001) and Valija Evalds’ “The First Lady Wore No Ornament” (2014) examine the performance 

and perception of specific first ladies, arguing that their individual performances change the role 

itself and public expectations of it.18 I use these sources to contextualize the exhibits’ 

presentations of first ladies, highlighting which details it focuses on or leaves out. Because 

museum studies schools consider information and objects left out of exhibits to be equally 

important to those presented, these sources are imperative for reading the exhibit narratives.19 

 During the research phase of this project, I utilized primary source material on the two 

exhibits to define their first lady narratives. I found the primary sources on the 1965 exhibit at 

the Smithsonian Institution Archives (SIA); for the 2011 exhibit, I found primary sources on 

NMAH’s website. I performed close readings of the 1965 exhibit catalog and the 2014 collection 

catalog as the main body of my primary source research, which I later contextualized with 

secondary sources on SI, the modern museum, and first ladies. I aimed to answer this research 

question: How do the NMAH’s First Ladies Hall exhibit (1965) and the First Ladies exhibit 

(2011) create specific narratives about the first lady, and how might shifts between these two 

exhibits reflect shifts in public perception of the role and museum practice? To define the 1965 

exhibit narrative, I performed a close reading of SIA documents based on these questions:  

                                                
18 Virginia A. Chanley, “The First Lady as Presidential Adviser, Policy Advocate, and Surrogate: Rosalynn 

Carter and the Political Role of the First Lady,” White House Studies 1, no. 4 (October 2001): 549-561, America: 

History & Life, EBSCOhost (accessed September 16, 2017); Valija Evalds, "'The First Lady Wore No Ornament'," 

Dress (Taylor & Francis Ltd) 40, no. 1 (May 2014): 1-16, America: History & Life, EBSCOhost (accessed 

September 16, 2017). 

 
19 Robert Storr, “Show and Tell” in Paula Marincola, What Makes a Great Exhibition? (Philadelphia, PA: 

Pew Center for Arts & Heritage, 2016): 14. 
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• What do the documents reveal about factors that influenced the exhibit? This could 

include financial pressures, methods of object acquisition, exhibit space, etc.  

• What language is used to discuss the exhibit, its purpose, and the First Ladies? What do 

these reveal about the exhibit narrative? 

• How do they provide a unique lens to the exhibit? How do they contextualize my 

exhibit narrative reading with information I would not find elsewhere? 

• What key words, phrases, and objects appear as the most important in describing each 

first lady and the exhibit as a whole? What narrative do they form? 

 

 However, the 1965 First Ladies Hall exhibit catalog, written by its curator Margaret 

Brown Klapthor, constituted the bulk of my primary source material for reading the exhibit 

narrative. I conducted a close reading of this source, asking the following questions:  

• How does the catalog frame the exhibit? What is its stated purpose and content? 

• How is it structured? What does this say about the exhibit purpose/narrative? 

• What language/subjects are used to discuss the first ladies? i.e. does the catalog mention 

education, political, public, or career details for the first ladies or does it focus more 

on their duties and actions in the White House? 

• What key words, phrases, and objects appear as the most important in describing each 

First Lady and the exhibit as a whole? What narrative do they form? 

• What, in a few words, is the narrative of the exhibit as presented in the catalog? What 

power does this version of the narrative hold being in the catalog, meant to be a 

visitor’s guide to the exhibit as well as a summation of the exhibit purpose? 

 

 My primary source research focused on language, object presentation, subject matter, and 

the physical layout of the catalog. After establishing this narrative within the larger social 

context of the 1950s and 1960s, I used the 1965 exhibit narrative to examine and evaluate the 

2011 the First Ladies exhibit narrative. I performed a close reading of the 2014 Smithsonian 

First Ladies Collection catalog and its current exhibit using the above questions, contextualizing 

this reading with an exhibit site visit and an interview with curator Graddy. The collection 

catalog detailed how the collection formed and changed since the 1965 exhibit and what forces 

guided that change. It also included sections on the definition of the first lady and on collection 

care, which provided insight into the factors limiting and guiding collection and exhibit curation, 
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much like the supplementary primary documents for the 1965 exhibit. 

 Since my site visit and observations play a large role in my close reading of the modern 

exhibit and its narrative, I consulted exhibition reviews, exhibit evaluation guidelines, and 

sources on museum practice to identify specific exhibit elements that influence narrative creation 

to structure my exhibit reading. From this research, I built a frame for my close reading of the 

2011 exhibit. According to The Public Historian, exhibit reviews should focus on the 

significance of the exhibit for the larger public - what influence does it hold over public 

education? Reviews should examine the exhibit’s goals and how it meets or fails to meet those 

goals, as well as how it engages visitors. Reviews should examine how the exhibit is or is not 

reflective of public scholarship on the subject it presents.20 Through this research, I highlighted 

the following important elements in exhibit design and presentation which catch visitors’ 

attention, guide their experience in the exhibit, and present the exhibit narrative. Such elements 

include the museum’s location and the exhibit’s location within the museum, the use and success 

of interactive and reflective elements, the order and placement of objects, the exhibit’s floor plan 

and flow, the color scheme, lighting, and architectural design of the exhibit and display cases, 

and the language, placement, and design of wall texts and labels.21 Object choice is also 

                                                
20 "Exhibit and Museum Review Guidelines," The Public Historian, Accessed April 11, 2018, 

http://tph.ucpress.edu/content/exhibit-and-museum-review-guidelines. 

 
21 Jill Schennum, "Review: National Museum of Industrial History, Bethlehem, PA," The Public Historian 

39, no. 4 (November 01, 2017): 151-152, Accessed April 11, 2018, http://tph.ucpress.edu/content/39/4/151; Melissa 

Clemmer, "Review: Curious Revolutionaries: The Peales of Philadelphia, American Philosophical Society Museum, 

Philadelphia, PA," The Public Historian 39, no. 4 (November 01, 2017): 155-158, Accessed April 11, 2018, 

http://tph.ucpress.edu/content/39/4/155; Miriam Bader, "Review: 1917: How One Year Changed the World, 

National Museum of American Jewish History, Philadelphia, PA," The Public Historian 39, no. 4 (November 01, 

2017): 160, Accessed April 11, 2018, http://tph.ucpress.edu/content/39/4/160; Hikmet Karčić, "Review: The War 

Childhood Museum, Sarajevo, Bosnia," The Public Historian 39, no. 4 (November 01, 2017): 170, Accessed April 

11, 2018, http://tph.ucpress.edu/content/39/4/167; Sylvan Barnet, “Writing a Review of an Exhibition” in A Short 

Guide to Writing about Art (Harlow: Pearson Education, 2015); Gaby Porter, “Seeing Through Solidity: A Feminist 

Perspective on Museums” in Bettina Messias Carbonell,. Museum Studies: An Anthology of Contexts (Malden, MA: 
Wiley-Blackwell, 2012): 110; Carol Duncan and Alan Wallach, “The Universal Survey Museum” in Museum 

Studies: An Anthology of Contexts (ed. Carbonell), 53; Ingrid Schaffner, “Wall Text 2003/6, Ink on Paper, Courtesy 
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important to consider when reading an exhibit, since not all objects in a collection can be 

displayed in an exhibit, making the objects selected for the exhibit just as significant as those that 

are not. These sources also emphasized the importance of reading the exhibit as a relationship 

between objects, labels, and wall texts, with their combination crafting the overall narrative. 

 After completing this analysis of the two first ladies exhibits I began my secondary 

source research. This consisted of examining sources on SI’s history and exhibit practices, the 

characteristics of the modern museum, and the roles and influences of the first ladies. I used 

these sources to inform my reading of the exhibits and catalogs, noting how their narratives were 

similar to or misrepresentative of the historical reality of the first lady. I used museum theory and 

practice sources to evaluate the 2011 exhibit narrative according to the standards of the modern 

museum, delving into its influence on the American public memory of the first lady.  

In Chapter I, Stylish Hostesses, I establish that First Ladies Hall presents a narrative of 

the first lady as primarily a social hostess according to the gender expectations of the 1950s ideal 

woman. I then analyze the 2014 collection catalog’s portrayal of the first lady’s duties and argue 

that despite the role’s constant evolution, the catalog maintains the traditional ideal woman 

narrative by focusing on the first lady as a hostess and devoted wife without addressing other 

aspects of the role. In Chapter II, The Fashionable First Lady, I establish that First Ladies Hall 

emphasizes first ladies’ style and beauty according to societal expectations of the 1950s ideal 

woman. I then analyze the 2014 collection catalog’s portrayal of first lady fashion and conclude 

that the catalog maintains this traditional focus on fashion without addressing the complexities of 

first lady fashion style or the role’s public or political dimension. In Chapter III, A Not-So-

                                                
of the Author” in What Makes a Great Exhibition? (ed. Marincola), 63; Storr, “Show and Tell” in What Makes a 
Great Exhibition? (ed. Marincola), 23; Fred Wilson and Lisa G. Corrin, Mining the Museum: An Installation 

(Baltimore: Contemporary, 1994): 15. 
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Modern Exhibit, I analyze NMAH’s current exhibit the First Ladies and conclude that it 

maintains the traditional 1950s ideal woman narrative of First Ladies Hall without addressing 

the complex duties and challenges of the first lady role. In Chapter IV, Missed Opportunities and 

Miseducation, I evaluate how the First Ladies meets the goals set out by its curator, designer, 

and in its wall texts. Finally, I evaluate the exhibit narrative in terms of the characteristics of the 

modern museum and argue that by presenting a narrow, outdated, and misrepresentative 

narrative of the first lady, the First Ladies fails to meet the standards of the modern museum. 

While in this thesis I do not offer a structured solution to my conclusion that the 

Smithsonian First Ladies Collection and NMAH’s the First Ladies exhibit fail to realistically 

present the modern first lady, it is important to understand just how the Smithsonian Institution 

orchestrated this failure. By highlighting the narrative and exhibit elements which perpetuate the 

traditional first lady ideal of First Ladies Hall in the First Ladies, this thesis constructs a 

framework for understanding how to address SI’s failure with an appropriate solution. Such a 

foundation of understanding SI’s misrepresentation of the modern first lady to the American 

public is imperative for establishing an impetus for change in the exhibit and for comprehending 

the power the Smithsonian holds in shaping American public memory on the first lady. With this 

understanding of the Smithsonian’s failure to present the modern first lady, the American public 

can demand from NMAH a more comprehensive, challenging, and representative exhibit 

narrative of the first lady that will serve to meaningfully educate visitors on the significance of 

the first lady. 
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CHAPTER I: STYLISH HOSTESSES 

 

 As a collection that encompasses over 200 years of history, and which has been displayed 

and expanded for over 100 years, the Smithsonian First Ladies Collection must contend with 

how to represent the constant growth and changes in the role of first lady. The collection must 

present the overt public and political advocacy of recent first ladies, the subtle political work of 

earlier first ladies, the traditional roles of hostess and fashion icon that America still expects of 

the first lady, and the political and public influence of these roles. Despite its attempts to present 

the development of the modern first lady, the 2014 collection catalog mainly presents a 

traditional narrative of the first lady as an ideal hostess devoted to her husband. As this outdated 

narrative draws upon the traditional first lady role defined in the 1965 First Ladies Hall exhibit, 

the collection catalog narrative reveals little meaningful progress in presenting the first lady. 

 While the 1965 First Ladies Hall exhibit defined the first lady as the “official White 

House hostess,” the 2014 catalog presents a purposeful and significant shift in the Smithsonian’s 

definition of a modern first lady which has guided the collection and its contemporary exhibits.22 

This definition is clearly stated in the collection catalog, presenting the first lady as “the woman 

who . . . enjoyed a long-term political partnership with the president.”23 The Smithsonian’s 

purposeful shift in defining and collecting on the first lady reflected an even more significant 

shift in the role and expectations of the position. The catalog notes that throughout the modern 

presidential era, beginning around mid-20th century, first ladies took on a much more public and 

political role than their predecessors who focused on their duties as wives and hostesses and 

worked to exert subtle influence through these roles. In studying the changing role of the first 

                                                
22 Graddy and Pastan, 13. 

 
23 Graddy and Pastan, 99. 
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lady, first ladies scholar Lisa M. Burns notes that “the criteria of success as a first lady constantly 

changes as the public’s view of women evolves and develops,” meaning that as women were 

expected to be more involved outside of the home, so were first ladies.24 In examining “who is a 

First Lady,” the catalog states that first ladies today are both “political campaigners” and “social 

advocates,” noting the increasing roles of the first lady in the public and political dimensions.25  

 The first lady position has constantly grown and evolved to meet the “public’s changing 

expectations of women in general and first ladies in particular;” as women increasingly entered 

the public and political spheres, “first ladies have challenged - and exceeded - society’s 

expectations of women, inspiring other women to do the same.”26 Because American women 

now constitute a major force in public life, including the political sector, first ladies are now 

expected to be “active in public life” and important political actors within their presidential 

administrations.27 The catalog’s modern definition and presentation of the first lady are matched 

by contemporary nuances presented in the body of the catalog, which describes each individual 

first lady’s tenure as well as depicts many of the objects in the collection. The 2014 Smithsonian 

First Ladies Collection catalog demonstrates the complex duties and expectations of the modern 

first lady in three ways. First, it downplays the importance of first lady fashion through object 

presentation and specific language, which craft a more active narrative of the first lady as a 

public actor and important political figure. In addition, the catalog uses ample text space to 

discuss the first ladies’ political and public work, even earlier first ladies, to emphasize the role’s 

                                                
24 Burns, 120. 

 
25 Graddy and Pastan, 6, 11.  

 
26 Graddy and Pastan, 6, back cover. 

 
27 Chanley, 551. 
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continual expansion. Finally, the catalog presents objects related to the overt public and political 

aspects of the role to visually present the modern first lady. 

 To demonstrate the collection’s increasing narrative focus on public and political work 

rather than fashion, the catalog places modest emphasis on fashion, style, and appearance. For 

example, although the dresses of each first lady remain in prime view in full-page spreads for 

almost every first lady, the descriptions of the dresses are relegated to smaller, shorter captions in 

the page and don’t take away from the discussions of first ladies’ work. Thus Michelle Obama’s 

Jason Wu gown appears in grand relief on the page preceding Obama’s text, but the caption 

describing the design, designer, and accessories takes only a small corner of the page, leaving 

room for discussion of Obama’s many public advocacy initiatives, including her Let’s Move! 

campaign for healthy childhood lifestyles.28 In addition to this object presentation that reduces 

the focus on first lady fashion, the catalog also employs active language that focuses the reader 

on the growing work of the first lady. For example, the catalog depicts first ladies as 

“advocates,” “political partners,” and “leaders” and as conducting “public service.”29 The catalog 

also states that each first lady is key in shaping her own role, underscoring the constant growth 

and change of the role of first lady.30 By noting these action-oriented capacities of the first lady, 

the catalog builds a narrative indicative of the contemporary complexities of the role. In contrast 

to the 1965 exhibit catalog, which consistently discussed the first ladies in the passive voice, 

disempowering the women as important public figures and active participants in their 

presidential administrations, the 2014 catalog presents a more active view of the first lady. For 
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example, while the 1965 catalog states that First Ladies Hall “displayed gowns that belonged to” 

the first ladies, the 2014 catalog notes that “Michelle Obama wore” her popular Jason Wu gown; 

the 1965 catalog removes the first ladies as subjects in the exhibit, while the 2014 catalog 

emphasizes the first ladies’ action. The catalog also demonstrates the active nature of the role in 

describing first ladies as “pioneers in education, political activists, and public servants,” 

representing how the first ladies have stepped out of the confines of the domestic sphere.31 This 

phrase recognizes the constantly expanding expectations of the first lady role, representing how 

the 2014 catalog takes strides to depict the nuances that shape the modern first lady. 

 In addition to downplaying the focus on first lady fashion, the catalog also uses a 

significant amount of text space to discuss the tangible political work and involvement of 

individual first ladies. The catalog highlights not only the modern understanding of the first lady 

as actively involved in her administration, but also the subtle work of early first ladies who took 

on the political mantle before it was acceptable for women to openly participate in politics. For 

example, the catalog details that while first lady, Laura Bush worked as a diplomatic 

representative for President Bush abroad, advocating for educational and health care reform, and 

was the first first lady to give a presidential address. In this radio-broadcasted speech, Bush 

discussed the issue of ongoing international gender inequality.32 In Nancy Reagan’s section, the 

catalog continues its trend of focusing on the political involvement of the first lady role. For 

example, the text states that Nancy Reagan brought “diplomatic finesse” to the White House and 

held a heavy influence on President Reagan’s schedule, political advisors, and agenda - even 
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encouraging him to work on peaceful relations with the Soviet Union.33 The catalog takes strides 

to incorporate the increasing political influence of the first lady role through this discussion of 

Reagan’s heavy involvement in the administration’s running. Furthermore, the catalog addresses 

even controversial political influences of first ladies, as Betty Ford is also noted for her open 

support of the ERA as well as holding her own press conferences at which she candidly 

discussed political and controversial issues like abortion.34 Through these discussions of actual 

political efforts undertaken by recent first ladies, the catalog demonstrates how the role of first 

lady today includes more overt political involvement.  

The catalog also delves into the lesser-known political work of the earlier first ladies. For 

example, the catalog states that Mamie Eisenhower “attracted women to politics and brought 

them to the polls,” and that Bess Truman was “the boss” and “chief advisor” to President 

Truman and that she was a “full partner in all [his] transactions - politically and otherwise.”35 

Similarly involved was Edith Wilson; the catalog states she became the gatekeeper of the 

administration when President Wilson fell ill, as she “strictly controlled access to the president 

[and] determined what issues would and would not receive his attention”36 Thus the catalog 

makes an effort to explore not only the clear, expected political involvement of the more recent 

first ladies, but also the more subtle political influences of earlier first ladies. This nuanced 

examination of the first lady’s political dimension recognizes how the role has become more 

outwardly involved in politics. 
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 Building on this examination of the first lady’s political role, the catalog also 

demonstrates the avid public advocacy taken on by - and now expected of - first ladies. As first 

ladies scholar Valerie Sulfaro writes, the public holds “an expectation that first ladies will 

promote noncontroversial, charitable causes.”37 Along with describing recent first ladies’ specific 

public platforms, the catalog addresses the foundational public work of earlier first ladies, 

exploring the shifts in the position’s public dimension. For example, the catalog mentions 

Michelle Obama’s Lets Move! fitness and health campaign and that she spoke out “on behalf of 

women’s issues, encourage[d] national service, and promote[d] a healthy lifestyle.”38 In addition, 

the catalog examines Laura Bush’s and Barbara Bush’s work for American literacy, discussing 

the Ready to Read, Ready to Learn initiative and the Barbara Bush Foundation for Family 

Literacy, respectively.39 By providing details on these first ladies’ planned public platforms, the 

catalog demonstrates contemporary public expectations that the first lady will have a clear plan 

of public advocacy. However, the catalog also explores the subtle public activism of the early 

first ladies to show how the structured public dimension of the first lady role originated from the 

work of these pioneering public women. For example, the catalog mentions that Lou Hoover was 

the first first lady to address national audiences on the radio, encouraging charitable giving, 

while Grace Coolidge “willingly posed for photographs” as she actively worked with the press to 

craft a public image of herself and the Coolidge administration.40 The catalog actively 

demonstrates how these early first ladies crafted this public position by exploring their 
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interactions with the public through work, cementing the necessity of the public first lady.  

 Compounding the textual discussions of these figures’ public projects and political 

activity, the catalog presents accompanying objects from the collection to physically represent 

the public and political dimensions of the first lady. Such objects include a pamphlet from 

Hillary Clinton’s work on President Clinton’s health care reform task force and campaign 

stickers and buttons from her own senatorial and presidential campaigns.41 These objects serve as 

a visual cue for readers to recognize the tangible political work Clinton accomplished, 

representing the larger work dimension of the role. In many of the catalog’s sections on 

individual first ladies, presidential campaign pins - many rooting for the first lady herself - are 

shown. Because visual imagery and objects attract attention over text, these depictions serve to 

visually frame and reinforce the discussion of these first ladies with their political influence.42 

For example, the sections on Laura Bush, Barbara Bush, and Pat Nixon present presidential 

campaign buttons referencing their political involvement in their husbands’ campaigns and 

administrations.43 First lady campaign buttons are pictured for Rosalynn Carter and Betty Ford, 

boasting slogans that politically empowered these first ladies.44 For example, Eisenhower’s 

button says “Mamie for First Lady,” while Carter’s encourages voters to “re-elect Rosalynn First 

Lady.”45 The catalog presents other types of objects that represent the political first lady. For 

example, Nancy Reagan’s inaugural gown is balanced with a business suit she wore to the 1980 
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Republican National Convention, denoting her involvement in the political campaign process 

alongside President Reagan. In Betty Ford’s section, the catalog displays an Equal Rights 

Amendment button to demonstrate her outspoken, controversial ERA advocacy, but also to 

indicate that her women’s rights advocacy drew voters to President Ford.46 By visually 

contextualizing textual discussions of first ladies’ public and political work with objects, the 

catalog reinforces the existence and importance of the public and political dimensions of the role. 

 Based on the catalog’s efforts to represent the ever-growing public and political aspects 

of the first lady role, it is easy to assume that the collection has moved on from the traditional 

woman narrative of the 1965 First Ladies Hall exhibit, which defined the first lady as a domestic 

being focused on her hostess style and proper fashion. Although the First Ladies Collection, 

consisting of only gowns and accessories until recent decades, has been in existence and 

exhibited since 1912, the 1965 exhibit revamped the collection under curator Margaret Brown 

Klapthor. Klapthor was born in Kentucky and graduated from the University of Maryland with a 

degree in history. Considered by her contemporaries to be an “expert on White House history,” 

she began working at the Museum of History and Technology (MHT), now NMAH, in 1943. She 

started as an aide in the civil and political history departments, and rose to the rank of curator of 

the Smithsonian First Ladies Collection. Alongside her curating work at SI, Klapthor authored 

multiple publications on the first ladies and the White House, including a historical cookbook, a 

detailed book on the styles and gowns in the Smithsonian collection, and the exhibit catalogs for 

the 1955 and 1965 First Ladies Hall exhibits. Klapthor often gave lectures on first lady history, 

studied Maryland state history, added Dolley Madison’s inaugural gown to the collection, and 

created the Smithsonian’s White House China Collection. First Ladies Hall completed 
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Klapthor’s vision of a “modernized setting for the Smithsonian’s First Ladies costume 

collection,” as she used historically accurate period room settings to contextualize the gowns 

with an exploration of American fashion and decorative history. Klapthor left the Smithsonian in 

1983 and passed away in 1994, but her expansion of the Smithsonian First Ladies Collection, as 

well as her work to integrate the collection’s exhibit into a larger historical conversation made 

First Ladies Hall, and each following exhibit, some of the most popular in Smithsonian history.47 

In Klapthor’s First Ladies Hall, the first ladies’ dresses were displayed on mannequins in 

eight period rooms, each spanning about 25 years, to contextualize the gowns and the women 

and give visitors an exclusive look into the lives and homes of the first ladies.48 Reflecting the 

social expectations of women in the 1950s and 1960s, the exhibit crafted a narrative focused on 

the first lady as a hostess with a nice home and manner, and as a devoted wife and mother. It is 

important to note that MHT’s funding for the First Ladies Collection was from private donors 

and most collection items were donations. Combined with the difficulty of displaying and 

preserving the older dresses, First Ladies Hall had to contend with the challenges of presenting a 

narrative of the first lady that not only fit with the contemporary social views of women and first 

ladies, but also could be supported by the collection’s financial and object capacity.49 The exhibit 

catalog, “The First Ladies Hall,” written by Klapthor, emphasizes language associated with 

traditional expectations of women in both action and appearance, presents objects related to these 
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traditional female gender roles, and heavily concentrates on subjects other than the first ladies 

themselves like decoration and design. 

 The 1965 catalog’s key language automatically classifies the first ladies as bound by and 

held to societal expectations of women to be beautiful, behaved, and servile to men; the language 

also reduces the first ladies to material representation, rendering them passive subjects in favor 

of their dresses. Often, the catalog states that a certain first lady, like Martha Washington, is 

“represented by” her dress, stating that “the collection contains a dress representing the 

administration of every President of the United States,” ignoring the women themselves 

completely as subjects of the exhibit in favor of the pieces of clothing alone.50 The catalog’s use 

of the passive voice crafts an image of a passive first lady who had nothing about her of 

importance except her dress, according to the traditional expectation that a woman look pretty 

but remain uninvolved outside the domestic sphere. The catalog praises the first ladies for their 

adherence to these traditional expectations, further reinforcing this ideal first lady narrative. For 

example, Mamie Eisenhower’s wedding dress display label describes her as meeting the 

expectations of the ideal devoted woman, stating that she showed “devotion to her husband, 

family, and home” while first lady and did not act in any inappropriate public or political 

manner.51 In addition, the catalog titles each first lady as a “Mrs.” to underscore their status and 

role as a wife, for example referring to Mary Todd Lincoln often as “Mrs. Lincoln.”52 This key 

language highlights the concept that the ideal woman was an extension of her husband and was 
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dedicated to her marriage.  

 Finally, the catalog, supplemented by a Smithsonian press release with further details on 

the exhibit, references the societal beauty and behavioral expectations of the ideal woman in 

order to define the first lady as the traditional ideal woman. For example, the press release, also 

written by Klapthor, states that Abigail Adams had a “short, slender figure” and that Harriet 

Lane Johnson was the “attractive niece” who served as hostess for President Buchanan.53 

Referencing the absolute devotion of the ideal woman towards the men in her life, Klapthor’s 

supplementary piece notes that Mary Harrison “selected the design [of her dress] as a 

compliment to her father whose favorite flower was goldenrod.”54 Each of these descriptions 

emphasizes the role of the first lady to care for and complement the defining man in her life, 

husband or father, through appearance and behavior standards established by the 1950s 

traditional ideal of womanhood. 

 In addition to the passive and feminine language employed in the catalog, the design and 

features of the exhibit itself reinforce the catalog’s narrative of the traditional ideal woman. For 

example, the mannequins that display the dresses all possess the same face - that of Cordelia, 

daughter of King Lear, as explained in the catalog’s introduction.55 The sameness of each 

mannequin furthers the idea that these women were expected to meet the singular societal 

standard of feminine beauty and erases any semblance of unique attributes. The likeness of 
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Cordelia also holds significance for the expectations of the first ladies. In King Lear, when 

Cordelia refused to profess her love for her father - a duty of a devoted daughter - she was exiled 

from the kingdom. Cordelia later returns to find her mad father in dire need of her care. She 

becomes a mother figure to him, nurturing and protecting him. Here, her role reversal into that of 

a devoted mother and caretaker not only makes up for her earlier failures to perform her 

womanly role, but also suggests the cyclical expectations of women - daughter, wife, mother, 

caretaker to men.56 Cordelia’s likeness confers on the exhibit and each first lady these roles of 

the traditional woman - a devoted daughter, wife, mother, and caretaker to their husband and 

family. Cordelia’s face confronts visitors throughout the entire exhibit and catalog, reinforcing 

this traditional woman ideal in the exhibit narrative.  

 Furthermore, the catalog and the exhibit concentrate on the hostess role of the first lady, 

underlining the importance of this social and apolitical role of the traditional woman. According 

to the 2014 catalog’s section on the collection’s history, the 1965 exhibit defined the first lady as 

primarily the “official hostess” of the White House.57 This clear focus on the homemaking 

expectation of the first lady implicitly defines the exhibit narrative as that of the traditional 

woman, exemplified by the catalog’s concentration on the White House china collection.58 Each 

administration had a china set, and it eventually became a tradition for each new first lady to 

select a set of china especially for the White House, often contributing to the design of the china 
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herself.59 Pieces from the White House China collection were exhibited alongside the first ladies 

in First Ladies Hall, conferring the homemaking and hostess expectations on the women 

themselves and emphasizing the grand importance of these roles. For example, in the catalog 

alongside a picture of each period room is an inlaid photo of a piece of china from an 

administration of one of the pictured first ladies. In the Reception Room, an inlaid photo of a cup 

and saucer from the Van Buren administration china set is featured.60 Highlighting a china piece 

for each period room links the first lady inextricably with the hostess role since a china set was a 

hostess’s key tool for entertaining. In fact, in this exhibit the period rooms themselves 

unequivocally conflate the roles of hostess and first lady into a singular package. The Reception 

Room just referenced is exemplary of this - displaying these first ladies in a room meant for 

hosting guests at the White House directly ties the first lady to the hostess role.61  

 The hostess piece of the 1965 catalog narrative is further presented by the dresses 

themselves. Based on the exhibit’s definition of the first lady as being the official hostess of the 

White House, the women presented do not all fit today’s basic definition of the first lady as the 

president’s wife. Instead, the dress of whoever performed the duties of hostess for a presidential 

administration was displayed in the exhibit, underlining the primacy of the hostess role in the 

exhibit narrative.62 For example, curators could not locate a dress for President William 

Harrison’s daughter, who was considered his first lady, so Jane Irwin Findlay’s dress was 
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displayed. Though not a wife of a president, Findlay was a family friend to the Harrisons and 

acted as hostess during the administration, and since the curators were able to locate her dress in 

the collection, it was put on display.63 Thus even this woman who was not related to the 

president at all has a dress displayed because she was a White House hostess, suggesting overall 

that the first lady was mainly and most importantly a hostess. Throughout the catalog, the first 

ladies are consistently titled as hostess, and lauded for performing hostess duties like entertaining 

foreign dignitaries. For example, Mary Arthur McElroy, sister to President Arthur, ably 

“presided as hostess” during his administration, since his wife had passed away.64 Furthermore, 

Mary Harrison McKee, President Benjamin Harrison’s daughter, “assumed the duties of hostess” 

after her mother Caroline Harrison died, underscoring the essential hostess role of the first lady.65 

Because the catalog describes each first lady mainly in terms of their role as social hostess before 

any other roles, it presents the hostess role as a key piece of the exhibit narrative on first lady. 

 The catalog’s discussion of the period rooms further builds its narrative of the traditional 

woman first lady. The catalog is structured into sections for each of the eight period rooms that 

made up First Ladies Hall. However, instead of just being background information to the dresses 

and the first ladies themselves, the descriptions of the period rooms take up most of the text and 

distract the audience from the actual first ladies.66 In fact, the catalog specifically states that part 
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of its purpose is presenting the decor and architecture of the White House, as “changing styles in 

White House decoration” were presented in each room to depict American styles of interior 

decor.67 For example, the first period room is a replica of the drawing room from the Executive 

Mansion in Philadelphia, since the White House was not constructed until the Adams 

administration.68 The room is furnished, for example, with a rug with the United States seal on it 

from the actual mansion, and features furniture and porcelain from the Washingtons themselves. 

These are only a few of the extensive details given to the decor of the room rather than details on 

the first ladies themselves, strengthening the connection between the first ladies and the roles of 

hostess and homemaker to bolster the exhibit’s traditional narrative of first lady.69 Of the five 

paragraphs presented in this section exhibit, four of them focus exclusively on the architecture, 

design, and decoration of the room. The remaining paragraph only lists the first ladies displayed 

in the rooms.70 Furthermore, the description of the Van Buren reception room, previously 

discussed, states that the room decor demonstrates the style transition from the Empire to the 

Victorian style, again pairing the first lady directly with the role of homemaker by exploring the 

home decoration styles the first ladies were responsible for directing.71  

Each description of the exhibit period rooms generally follows this pattern - going in-

depth on the decorative and design aspects of the period room and giving no detail on the first 

ladies themselves, defining the first lady directly as homemaker and hostess by connecting her 
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with this commentary on American design. This reinforces the concept that the first lady was 

expected to fulfill the hostess and homemaking expectations of the traditional ideal woman, who 

performed the “traditional gender roles of wife and mother” as noted by first ladies scholar Lisa 

M. Burns.72 Burns’ commentary on the traditional expectations of the first lady further notes that 

traditional women’s identities were “more fused with their family lives” and that the traditional 

first lady was mainly a “presidential helpmate and wife.”73 Thus, by presenting the first lady 

wholly within the roles of wife, mother, and hostess, roles which relegate her to the domestic 

sphere, the catalog presents a traditional narrative of the first lady based on larger societal 

expectations of women in the 1950s. 

 Comparing the 2014 catalog’s attempts to depict the modern first lady with the traditional 

narrative of the first lady of the 1965 exhibit, it is easy to claim that the modern collection has 

kept up with the progress of the first lady in reality. To make this claim, however, would be ill-

sighted without examining and remarking how much of the traditional ideal woman narrative of 

the 1965 exhibit and catalog is maintained in the 2014 collection catalog. The modern nuances of 

the collection addressed in the 2014 catalog, including the discussions of the increasing public 

and political roles of first lady, pale in comparison to its emphasis of the traditional first lady 

narrative. Rather than presenting the larger significances of not only the traditional hostess and 

fashion icon roles of the first lady, but also of her growing political and public dimensions, the 

2014 Smithsonian First Ladies Collection catalog presents a simplistic and outdated first lady 

narrative that reduces her to the 1950s ideal of womanhood. 

 The 2014 Smithsonian First Ladies Collection catalog was written by NMAH’s current 
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Division of Political History curator Lisa Kathleen Graddy, who curated the 2011 the First 

Ladies exhibit. Graddy attended the University of Maryland for her undergraduate studies and 

Texas Technical University for her master’s degree. She has curated a number of permanent, 

temporary, and traveling exhibitions concerning the first ladies, the gown collection, women ‘s 

history, and women’s political history. Graddy is an expert in women’s political history and 

possesses an excellent background for curating a first ladies exhibit that explores the political 

dimension of the first lady and contextualizes the first lady’s political role with that of American 

women. She is on the National Council on Public History and is a member of the Organization of 

American Historians.74 Graddy created a temporary exhibit of the Smithsonian First Ladies 

Collection in 2008 that explored the history and purpose of the collection as well as the 

preservation efforts of NMAH. Following a core renovation of NMAH, she curated the First 

Ladies in 2011, and wrote the 2014 collection catalog as a companion to provide visitors with 

more information and behind-the-scenes look at the role of first lady, the history of the 

collection, and the various exhibits of the collection since its creation.75 She also began the 

tradition of displaying the current first lady’s gown during that first lady’s tenure, starting with 

Michelle Obama, rather than waiting until after her four or eight years of service. Graddy stated 

that she wanted the public to have access to this groundbreaking first lady before her gown was 

stowed away for years waiting on the Obama presidential library to open.76 Thus Graddy is 
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responsible for bringing the modern first lady to life in the current exhibit and for maintaining 

and expanding the Smithsonian First Ladies Collection. 

 The back cover of the catalog establishes the foundation for maintaining the 1965 

traditional narrative, and holds great influence over readers and visitors by summarizing the 

exhibit and presenting the main points of its first lady narrative. For example, the back cover 

notes that “first ladies have comforted citizens in times of war, boosted morale in eras of anxiety 

. . . hosted heads of state, started fads, and promoted fashion.”77 Each of the roles and actions in 

this phrase references the traditional female roles used to define the first lady role in First Ladies 

Hall: to be caretakers, hostesses, and fashion icons. Graddy’s catalog focuses more on these 

traditional roles than the expanding public and political roles of the first lady, and does little to 

acknowledge the political influence early first ladies gained through their hostess work. Within 

the catalog, the sections on each first lady and the sections discussing the role’s evolution present 

a hollow recapitulation of the traditional narrative of First Ladies Hall, revealing little 

meaningful progress in presenting the complexities in the history and duties of the first lady. 

 The 2014 catalog maintains the traditional first lady narrative of the 1965 exhibit by 

focusing primarily on the first lady’s role as the White House social hostess, painting it as still a 

very central and expected role. The catalog achieves this first through specific descriptors which 

emphasize and praise the social hostess role of the first lady in general and of individual first 

ladies. In the back cover’s introduction of the first lady, Graddy describes the first ladies as 

“stylish hostesses,” immediately framing the reader’s understanding of the first lady with the 

hostess role.78 In the catalog’s section on the evolution of the role and of the collection, the first 
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lady’s first listed duty is that of hostess, giving it natural importance by nature of its primary 

placement.79 The catalog maintains its focus on the hostess first lady through the individual first 

lady sections as well. For example, after mentioning her forays into the politics of the Reagan 

administration, the catalog states that Nancy Reagan skillfully “entertained foreign leaders” as 

hostess.80 This praising phrase gives her hostess role equal importance to her extensive, albeit 

only briefly discussed, political work in the administration, without linking her political 

influence to her hostess role and once more emphasizing the traditional hostess role. This trend is 

repeated throughout the catalog as it moves from recent to earlier first ladies. Lou Hoover, for 

example, is noted for hosting “lavish events” at the White House.81 Furthermore, Dolley 

Madison’s section discusses her weekly salons which “established the political importance of the 

White House hostess.”82 Despite mentioning this nuance of the hostess role, the catalog fails to 

detail how Madison’s salons achieved this end. Thus the catalog’s narrative of the social hostess 

first lady repeats that of the 1965 exhibit catalog, instead of taking opportunities to imbue its 

presentation the hostess role with an examination of the political influence both recent and early 

first lady hostesses held.  

 The 2014 catalog’s narrative emphasis on the traditional ideal of the first lady hostess is 

demonstrated through the textual space and detail it provides on first ladies’ hostess style and 

talent. This concept is especially apparent in the sections on the recent first ladies, since the 

position has expanded to include more overt public advocacy and political involvement 
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alongside the hostess role. For example, Rosalynn Carter’s section uses text space to note her 

hostess skill, stating that she held 83 White House receptions; this specificity highlights the 

importance of the hostess role, since information on Carter’s other work, such as her political 

influence in the Carter administration, is much more vague.83 A large portion of Jacqueline 

Kennedy’s section is dedicated to extolling Kennedy for her cultured White House receptions 

which brought poets, musicians, and artists to the executive mansion. The text also highlights 

Kennedy’s major renovation of the White House, noting that she wanted to beautify the space for 

her family and events.84 Although Kennedy did focus on her hostess duty in renovating the 

White House and holding cultural receptions, the catalog fails to provide commensurate textual 

detail on the larger significance of her work. For instance, Kennedy televised a tour of the newly 

renovated White House to increase public access to the administration - a clear effort of Kennedy 

to expand the public dimension of the first lady role. The catalog follows this trend of providing 

specific detail on the hostess style of first ladies, but not on their work or the larger significance 

of their hostess role; the catalog thus maintains the traditional 1965 narrative of the first lady as a 

social hostess who holds parties to benefit her husband, not for any larger goals or influence. 

 Finally, the objects and photos displayed in the catalog serve to visually and tangibly 

reinforce the importance of the hostess role. Each individual first lady’s section presents 

photographs and objects that visually represent the details of the text; most of these images 

reference the traditional social hostess role of the 1965 exhibit. For example, Laura Bush’s 

section presents a photograph of her White House china, mentioning that she chose this china 
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specifically to complement the linens and flower arrangements in the White House.85 This 

specific detail on Bush’s hostess style, reinforced by the visual representation of the hostess role 

through the china, emphasizes the importance of the first lady as a hostess. Also exemplary of 

this concept is Caroline Harrison’s section, which presents collection items that underscore the 

importance of the hostess role in the catalog narrative. These objects include a hand-printed 

favor from a White House dinner, as well as a piece of china from her set, with a caption 

detailing that Harrison designed the china herself.86 The comprehensive detail the catalog 

presents on Harrison’s hostess style once more reflects and reinforces the importance of the 

hostess duty in the catalog narrative, without giving it any larger significance. The catalog’s 

section on Martha Washington presents a crucial narrative-building moment regarding the 

hostess duty. The section presents photographs of Washington’s items in the collection, 

including multiple images of the china and glassware she used for entertaining.87 This visual 

focus on and reinforcement of the hostess duty in this inaugural first lady’s section visually 

suggests the importance of the hostess role for all first ladies who followed. 

 In addition to the catalog’s focus on the traditional hostess role of the first lady, it also 

emphasizes how first ladies must exemplify the ideal woman defined in the 1965 exhibit 

narrative - the well-behaved woman who supports her husband. The catalog’s language of praise 

for first ladies’ behavior recognizes their adherence of social expectations of the 1950s and 

1960s of quiet, poised, and charming women. For example, the catalog notes that the first lady is 

a “role model” for American women because she comports herself according to the ideals of the 
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traditional woman.88 Furthermore, individual first ladies are noted for their performances of this 

traditional standard. Michelle Obama, for example, “brought charm and elegance to the White 

House” and Laura Bush was “quiet and poised.”89 Pat Nixon was a “dignified woman” and 

Jacqueline Kennedy is lauded for her poise as the “grief-stricken yet dignified widow.”90 The 

catalog describes Frances Cleveland as “charming and unaffected” and notes that Dolley 

Madison “exuded warmth and gaiety as first lady.”91 The textual space the catalog uses to 

emphasize these first ladies’ appropriate conduct reinforces its narrative of the first lady as 

meeting the traditional expectations of womanhood - graceful silence and support of her 

husband. This reflects Jill Abraham Hummer’s conclusion that first ladies are “symbols of 

American womanhood” whom we expect to be the embodiment of the ideal woman in our 

society. This means that the first lady must meet the “cultural everywoman ideal” while in office 

through her behavior.92 The catalog’s focus on recognizing these first ladies’ performance of 

expected womanly behavior solidifies its traditional narrative of the first lady as the ideal of 

1950s womanhood. Furthermore, this focus takes up textual space, leaving little room for 

information on these first ladies’ work or influence, strengthening the narrative focus on the 

traditional view of the first lady without challenge. 

 Continuing the maintenance of the traditional ideal woman narrative, the catalog 

concentrates on the expected first lady roles of devoted wife, mother, and caretaker for their 
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husband, family, and America. This perpetuates the traditional gender role expectations of 

women in the past that were heavily emphasized in the 1965 exhibit and catalog, but further 

suggests that this “traditional frame of first lady as wife and mother” is still prevalent today, as 

defined by Burns.93 For example, the back cover of the 2014 collection defines first ladies as 

“loyal partners” and “devoted mothers,” immediately setting a traditional tone for the roles of 

first ladies presented in the catalog by titling them primarily in terms of traditional expectations 

of women.94 Just as the commentaries on the hostess and beauty roles of first ladies, the catalog 

carries the emphasis on the wife and mother roles of first ladies into its discussions of individual 

first ladies, ensuring the traditional narrative of the ideal woman first lady is entwined with each 

woman’s story. This begins immediately, as the catalog highlights Michelle Obama’s devotion as 

a mother to her two daughters and the fact that she was in charge of her home and its running and 

care, placing equal emphasis on her role as a devoted mother with her role as a public and 

political advocate.95 Barbara Bush is described as a “devoted mother to her six children,” noting 

that she “proudly saw her son” win the presidency; this textual focus on her motherhood 

solidifies her place in the collection narrative of devoted wife and mother first lady.96 The 

catalog’s trend of emphasizing first ladies’ devotion as wives and mothers is pervasive, 

describing almost every first lady in terms of wife- or motherhood. These statements on first lady 

devotion to their families highlight the expectation and importance of the first lady as a dedicated 

wife and mother who works tirelessly at home to support her husband’s political career.  
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In fact, the catalog often suggests that it was imperative that the first ladies be the 

devoted wife and mother caring for the home so that their husband could succeed in his career, 

further reinforcing its narrative of the traditional, devoted, domestic first lady. For example, 

Lady Bird Johnson “promoted her husband’s vision . . . [and] kept his work and family afloat” 

while he worked and was ill.97 Interestingly, the catalog paints Eleanor Roosevelt as this devoted 

wife and mother as well, giving little consideration to her large political role in the Roosevelt 

administration outside of marital devotion. For example, the catalog makes specific note of the 

fact that Roosevelt was a mother to six children, and that “through [her] marriage, Eleanor 

became a politician’s wife . . . and when Franklin was stricken with polio, a caregiver” who 

focused on “supporting him.”98 By choosing to emphasize this portion of Roosevelt’s tenure as 

first lady over her political action, the catalog underscores that the traditional role of wife is 

much more important than the political role of first lady in its narrative. Additionally, the catalog 

highlights that Helen Taft “supported and nurtured her husband’s career” by uprooting her 

family to follow him, dealing with the constant changes with grace.99 Finally, the sections on our 

first two first ladies establish the tradition of devoted wife first ladies. Abigail Adams’ section 

emphasizes how she overcame the large periods of separation in her marriage and “raise[d] their 

children, and [kept] them safe” while her husband was away, showing devotion to him and his 

career by caring for their family.100 Martha Washington’s section simply but meaningfully states 
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that she “dutifully followed her husband.”101 The word “dutifully” drives home the point that it is 

a first lady’s duty to follow and support her husband by being the “traditional political wife, one 

who subordinates her own interests to the needs of her spouse,” as Burns aptly states in her study 

of social expectations of first ladies.102 It may be true that these women were devoted wives, and 

they should not be criticized for this. However, the catalog narrative should present a more 

realistic view of the first lady as a woman who must balance her family life and public life to 

meet complex social expectations of her to at once be wife, mother, public advocate, and 

political supporter. 

 Rather than presenting the complex and diverse roles of the modern first lady, the 2014 

catalog instead perpetuates the traditional ideal woman narrative of the 1965 First Ladies Hall 

exhibit. The catalog thus remains a vector for a staid and outdated narrative of the first lady as 

primarily a hostess, well-behaved woman, and devoted wife and mother. Without reflecting its 

focus on these traditional roles with equally in-depth examinations of the development of the 

public and political first lady, the catalog reveals little meaningful progress in depicting the 

modern first lady. 
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CHAPTER II: THE FIRST LADY OF FASHION 

 The 2014 Smithsonian First Ladies Collection catalog reveals little progress in depicting 

the modern first lady role because it continues to focus on framing the first lady as a fashion 

model by focusing on first ladies’ style and appearance. This focus renders the catalog a vector 

for retelling the traditional narrative of the 1965 exhibit, which emphasized that the first lady 

should be a fashion role model and meet social beauty expectations. The 1965 First Ladies Hall 

exhibit built its narrative of the ideal 1950s woman, who dressed on trend and was evaluated on 

her style. The 2014 collection catalog depicts the first lady in this same traditional role, despite 

shifts in social expectations of women and of first ladies to not only dress presentably, but also to 

engage openly in public advocacy and administration politics and policy, a modern nuance the 

catalog does not incorporate into its narrative. 

 The 1965 First Ladies Hall exhibit and catalog narrative emphasized first ladies’ fashion 

and clothing over the women themselves, making the dresses the subject of the exhibit rather 

than the first ladies. The catalog first demonstrates that the exhibit is meant not only to display 

the first ladies and their dresses, but also to present changes in fashion over time. In addition, the 

catalog reduces the first ladies to their dresses and style rather than presenting them as active 

beings, representing them wholly by fashion. Finally, the catalog provides minute details on the 

dresses while giving little to no information about the first ladies themselves, presenting an 

exhibit narrative that disregards the first ladies to discuss fashion trends. 

 In its introduction, the 1965 First Ladies Hall exhibit catalog informs readers 

immediately that the “hall reflects . . . changes in fashion since 1789” and is meant to allow 

visitors to view “period costumes in the type of surroundings in which they were originally 
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worn.”103 In presenting the first ladies’ gowns in conversation with the larger fashion trends of 

their era, the exhibit emphasizes first ladies as embodying popular fashions but also presents the 

history of American women’s fashion itself as a major exhibit subject. In this way, the catalog 

emphasizes general fashion history in its narrative, removing the individual first ladies as active 

exhibit subjects in favor of a fashion commentary. In an SI press release on the opening of the 

1965 First Ladies Hall exhibit, which features excerpts from Klapthor’s original First Ladies 

Hall exhibit installed in the 1950s, Klapthor emphasizes the stylistic evolution of first lady 

dresses presented in the exhibit, though catalog presents next to no detail on the first ladies 

themselves. The exhibit plan for the 1965 First Ladies Hall explains that the 1955 version of the 

exhibit was basically being reinstalled in the new building, so this catalog excerpt is a useful tool 

for reading the exhibit narrative.104 For example, the catalog excerpt describes Anjelica Van 

Buren’s dress as “the first to illustrate the hoop skirt - that all-prevailing mode of the mid-

nineteenth century.”105 Helen Taft’s gown is noted as a revival of the Empire style, and the high 

collar on Ida McKinley’s gown is stated to demonstrate the high fashion of her time.106 The 

catalog’s textual focus on the changes in American fashion, rather than on the first ladies 

themselves, emphasizes the importance of fashion in its narrative.  

 In the 1965 exhibit catalog, individual first ladies are only mentioned in terms of fashion 
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as well. For example, the catalog states that Florence Harding and Grace Coolidge’s dresses “are 

typical of the flapper fashions worn in the 1920s,” and that a gold wristwatch that Mary Todd 

Lincoln wears in her display, “is a very early and elegant example of this utilitarian accessory” 

that was growing in popularity during her tenure.107 The catalog correlates the dresses presented 

to fashion of their times as a depiction of “changes in American period costume,” focusing on 

this larger concept of American fashion rather than on the first ladies themselves108 For example, 

for the Van Buren reception room, the catalog describes that the dresses “represent a transition 

from the Empire to the Victorian styles,” again giving no details on the first ladies themselves 

but focusing its narrative on fashion.109 In its section on the mid-19th century Victorian Parlor 

display, the catalog mentions that “this was the era of the hoop skirt in American period 

costume,” as shown in that room’s dresses. Similarly to the other sections, the catalog gives no 

information on the women presented in the display but rather spends most of its space discussing 

the fashion trends in the dresses.110 In fact, this trend continues throughout the entire catalog; 

individual first ladies are rarely spotlighted in their section, and if they are it is merely to mention 

how their dresses might warrant particular attention because they correspond to high fashion 

trends of their time. The catalog even notes that the most recent first ladies, ending with Lady 

Bird Johnson, are “bringing the fashions of our first ladies up to the present day.”111 Once more, 

the catalog makes time only to discuss the first lady in terms of their style and larger fashion 
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trends. By focusing text on a fashion and style commentary without discussing other roles or 

duties of the first lady, the catalog establishes its narrative of the first lady as a fashion icon, 

giving her importance only through her style and presenting fashion as a main exhibit subject. 

The pairing of first lady with women’s fashion indicates the traditional exhibit narrative of the 

ideal woman focused on beauty and domesticity rather than public or political work. 

 In addition to its conflation of first ladies with general fashion trends, the 1965 First 

Ladies Hall exhibit reduces the first ladies to being represented by their style and appearance 

alone, rather than characterizing them through action. The catalog states that “the collection 

contains a dress representing the administration of every President of the United States;” this 

description not only suggests that first ladies can be wholly represented by their clothing instead 

of their actual likenesses and actions, but also does not even mention the first ladies - they are 

nothing more than fashionable extensions of the president and administration.112 As briefly 

discussed in Chapter I, Stylish Hostesses, the mannequins displaying the first ladies’ dresses in 

the exhibits all bear the same face.113 This creates, in effect, one woman with many dresses, 

making the dresses the central piece of the exhibit and rendering the women secondary. 

Although the curator attempts to combat this effect by mentioning that each mannequin has a 

hairstyle which that first lady favored to “give individuality to the figures,” this still suggests that 

the first lady can be reduced to her appearance, continuing the exhibit and catalog’s focus on 

fashion rather than the first ladies as individuals.114 As stated in correspondence between the 

curator Klapthor and a colleague, even this bit of individuality for the first ladies was too much 
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for some MHT staff, who argued that the mannequins should be completely identical.115 

Furthermore, the catalog often refers to the first ladies in passive voice when discussing their 

style and appearance, stating that “the dresses [are] worn by” certain first ladies, that a first lady 

“is seen in” or “is shown in” a gown, or that a first lady is “represented by” her gown or 

accessory in the exhibit.116 Not only does the passive structure make the dresses the subject of 

the sentence, it also insinuates that the first lady is not the main subject of the exhibit - the 

dresses are. Although the dresses were, and remain, a main attraction at the Smithsonian, 

focusing wholly on the dresses is unjust to the complex women who wore them. 

 Finally, the exhibit catalog reduces first ladies to simple quantities easily represented by 

fashion by presenting politically active first ladies solely in terms of fashion rather than action, 

confirming the fashion icon narrative of First Ladies Hall. For example, the catalog states that 

Caroline Harrison “decided on such an American occasion as an inaugural ball she should wear a 

dress entirely of American manufacture;” the catalog fails to mention that this was Harrison’s 

attempt to take political action by supporting President Harrison’s America First policy.117 

Furthermore, Eleanor Roosevelt is simply “represented” in her inaugural gown; the catalog does 

not details her extensive political involvement during the Roosevelt administration nor her 

political work after her husband’s death.118 Through each section, the catalog continues the trend 

of focusing on style while eschewing first lady work, even for the recent first ladies who took on 
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a more overt political or public role. For example, the catalog gives extreme detail on the dress 

designs of Jacqueline Kennedy, Lady Bird Johnson, and Rosalynn Carter, but makes no mention 

of their open public and political work, such as Kennedy’s renovation and public press tour of 

the White House, Johnson’s Beautification projects, or Carter’s open support for the Equal 

Rights Amendment.119 By focusing on first lady fashion rather than action and diminishing these 

complex women to simple representation through style, the catalog crafts a traditional narrative 

of the first lady as a fashion icon who has no importance outside her appearance.  

 Furthering this central focus on fashion in the 1965 First Ladies Hall exhibit and catalog, 

the catalog gives basically no detail on the first ladies themselves, but gives minute detail on the 

dresses. This is especially evident in the press release accompanying the catalog’s publishing and 

exhibit opening, and is continued by the catalog itself. In the section describing each period 

room, the catalog simply lists the first ladies presented in the display, giving no personal details 

but sometimes providing style details, cementing the catalog’s focus on fashion rather than the 

first ladies. For example, in the Adams Music Room display, the catalog states that Dolley 

Madison, Maria Monroe Gouverneur, Elizabeth Monroe, and Louisa Adams are displayed in the 

room, providing no real detail on the women except that Maria Monroe Gouverneur had been 

married at the White House. The catalog does, however, provide a detailed description of 

Madison’s dress: “yellow satin embroidered all over with sprigs of butterflies, not two alike in 

the dress.”120 No information is given regarding Madison’s political involvement in Washington, 

such as her intellectual salons, focusing the description singularly on the fashion in the display. 

In the Grant Blue Room, yet again no information is presented on the first ladies which might 
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give them complexity or dimension outside the realm of fashion, but space is devoted to 

remarking on the design and beauty of their dresses; the catalog states that “the beautiful fabrics 

and elaborate stylings of the gowns of Mrs. McKinley, Mrs. Roosevelt, and Mrs. Taft are worthy 

of special attention.”121 Throughout the catalog, first ladies are spotlighted only in terms of 

fashion and the catalog provides little other personal detail, building its fashion-centric narrative. 

 Despite its concentration on fashion that eclipses the first ladies themselves, the catalog 

spotlights the personal merits of some first ladies, demonstrated in the SI press release written by 

the exhibit curator. For example, Sarah Polk “actively advised and assisted her husband . . . in his 

career,” Lucy Hayes was the “first college graduate” first lady, and Rose Cleveland was an 

accomplished “teacher, author, lecturer, and advocate of women’s rights.”122 Of the forty first 

ladies presented in the exhibit, the catalog only highlights the work of these three. Even first 

ladies with great public or political accomplishments are granted only a detailed dress 

description. For example, Eleanor Roosevelt, who took an influential political role in President 

Roosevelt’s administration, is allowed a description focused solely on her dress rather than her as 

a person or public figure; the catalog states that her dress was “made of satin that varies in color 

from ivory to deep peach, depending on the light. The neckline and sleeves are trimmed with 

tinted pearls of the same color. A double train from the shoulders widens to several yards at the 

hem and falls into the full skirt.”123 Furthermore, Lady Bird Johnson, who worked on her own 

public project, Beautification, and took an active role in President Johnson’s campaigns, receives 
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only a detailed description of her “classically simple inaugural gown” which is “made of jonquil-

yellow double-woven satin, and was designed by American couturier John Moore. The coat is of 

matching fabric with a standing collar and three-quarter-length sleeves trimmed with natural 

sable cuffs.”124 Why would an average visitor need to know the threading pattern or sleeve 

length of a dress? These minutely detailed descriptions almost overwhelm the layman reader 

who does not know design lingo.  

This narrative focus on fashion over the first ladies themselves is supported by the script 

for an exhibit audio guide, which provides supplementary descriptions for the different period 

rooms. The script is dominated by dress descriptions for each first lady in the room, while few 

personal details are given except for how the women came to be first lady. For example, the 

Reception Room guide script notes that Angelica Van Buren’s dress was the first to illustrate the 

hoop skirt trend, and that she is “regally clad in royal-blue velvet with ostrich plumes.”125 By 

favoring these detailed dress descriptions over providing details on these first ladies’ public roles 

or work, the exhibit narrative emphasizes the importance of fashion to the role of first lady, 

characterizing its narrative of first lady as a fashion icon rather than an important public figure.  

 The 1965 First Ladies Hall exhibit presents the first lady as the traditional ideal woman 

by depicting her as a fashion icon for American women and emphasizing her fashion over her 

work. Because the modern first lady is expected to be not only well-dressed but also publicly and 

politically involved, it would be easy to assume that the 2014 catalog integrated first lady fashion 

and function to highlight the importance of these first ladies’ work in office as equal to that of 
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their style choices. However, just as the 2014 catalog maintains the 1965 traditional ideal woman 

narrative, it also preserves the fashion icon narrative by focusing on first ladies’ style over their 

work. The modern catalog takes strides to nuance the 1965 catalog’s traditional narrative by 

presenting the roles the first lady has in addition to being a wife, mother, and hostess, such as a 

public advocate or political representative, but fails to adequately address the complexity of the 

role. The 2014 Smithsonian First Ladies Collection catalog maintains the fashion icon narrative 

of First Ladies Hall by stressing the importance of first lady fashion over action through 

language that concentrates on first ladies’ style. In addition, the catalog presents more political, 

public, and action-oriented first ladies in terms of fashion rather than work, ignoring first lady 

work in favor of style. Finally, the catalog favors the first lady as a fashion icon in its narrative 

more so than a public and political figure by presenting objects that concentrate on fashion and 

beauty rather than those which depict the public or political work of the first lady. 

 The catalog employs specific language that emphasizes the expectation of women and 

first ladies to dress according to popular fashions, maintaining the 1965 catalog narrative that 

idealized the 1950s domestic wife. From the outset, the catalog describes first ladies as fashion 

“trendsetters” who were “stylish” and “started fads and promoted fashion,” all referencing social 

expectations of first ladies to present fashion trends through their appearance.126 These phrases 

overpower the catalog’s other descriptions of first ladies as political and public figures. 

Furthermore, the catalog’s back cover states that the first lady embodies “White House 

glamour,” further suggesting the importance of first ladies’ appearance over their work and 

placing fashion icon as more important than public or political role in its narrative. The catalog 

states that for the first ladies, their dresses in the collection “represented one of the most 
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important moments in their lives.”127 This phase insinuates that the complex women who have 

served as first lady can be represented singularly by their style, a presentation which ignores and 

reduces the significance of each first lady’s contribution to her role, administration, and country. 

 The catalog also references and praises the attributes of individual first ladies as fashion 

models. For example, the catalog notes that Michelle Obama “brought . . . elegance” to the 

White House and Nancy Reagan brought “Hollywood glamour,” spotlighting the merits of these 

first ladies’ style and appearance over their accomplishments as women and first ladies.128 In 

addition, regardless of her hard work renovating the White House as well as her purposeful 

liaison with the press to interface with the public, the catalog suffices to mention that Jacqueline 

Kennedy “stole the show” with her looks and charm while visiting Paris and was “dazzlingly 

elegant.” The catalog highlights that the “press adored Jackie in her designer suits and pillbox 

hats,” once more choosing to concentrate on the merits of this first lady’s fashion rather than her 

work.129 Many first ladies are described in the catalog in this way, favoring their fashion choices 

and appearance over their public or political work and placing fashion model in a starring role in 

the catalog narrative over the public or political roles of the first lady. For the more recent first 

ladies, the catalog’s focus on their style overtly ignores their political influence and public 

dimension. For earlier first ladies, the catalog misses an opportunity to examine the development 

of the first lady into a political and public figure by focusing on first ladies’ style through the 

lens of the First Ladies Hall traditional narrative. For example, Julia Grant is described as 

possessing “extravagant clothing,” but not much of her work as first lady is detailed, such as her 
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influential role in President Grant’s campaign or how she used her hostess role to a political 

advantage, hosting parties to combat the somber mood in the capitol after the Civil War.130 The 

catalog underscores these influential first ladies’ fashion, making its narrative of first lady one of 

a fashion icon rather than one of a public or political figure. By focusing on first lady fashion and 

appearance, the catalog uses vital textual space to perpetuate the First Ladies Hall narrative, 

which homogenized every first lady to the ideal, fashionable woman of the 1950s; in sustaining 

this traditional narrative, the catalog fails to examine the reality of these first ladies as pioneer 

women leaders whose public and political work influenced the institution of the first lady. 

 In addition to the fashion-related language employed in the catalog which spotlights 

beauty and style over work, the catalog misrepresents more political, action-oriented first ladies 

by reducing them to just their style. This trend holds true for both earlier first ladies who are now 

well-known for their public and political involvement, as well as modern first ladies who took on 

open public advocacy and political work according to public expectations. For example, Dolley 

Madison hosted famed salons while first lady, boasting stimulating intellectual discourses. 

However, the catalog reduces her work by not providing factual information on the salons but 

rather focusing on Madison’s style, only stating that she wore “her distinctive turbans and 

brightly colored gowns” around her salons.131 Here, the catalog misses an important opportunity 

to educate the reader on the political action of Madison and her role fostering intellectual growth 

through her salons, changing the tone of the conversation on first ladies towards work and away 

from fashion. Instead, the catalog perpetuates the fashion icon ideal of First Ladies Hall in its 

narrative. The catalog takes a similar approach to Eleanor Roosevelt, reducing her political work 
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during and after her time as first lady to simply her fashion choices. For example, the catalog 

notes that Roosevelt wore a mink coat that was meant to promote buying ready-to-wear clothing 

while being cognizant of avoiding sweat shop products, and that she once sported a rayon dress 

to support the war effort, since silk was needed for war materials.132 By relegating Roosevelt’s 

political work to her fashion choices, the catalog once more downplays the importance of the 

political first lady and emphasizes the fashion icon first lady in its overall narrative.  

 This trend is apparent throughout the catalog, continuing with the recent first ladies who 

took on public and political roles as the American public expected. For example, Pat Nixon is 

depicted more in terms of fashion than her actual work as first lady. The catalog mentions that 

she accompanied President Nixon on diplomatic visits but provides no supporting details. A 

photograph of Nixon presents her on a diplomatic visit to Liberia while wearing traditional 

Liberian dress; the caption of the photo describes that she danced with Liberian women in the 

native dress, but gives no information to politically contextualize this discussion of her clothing, 

such as why she was there or what influence she may have had through the visit.133 Instead, the 

catalog reduces her political role to what she was wearing. By presenting these publicly and 

politically active first ladies through the medium of their style and appearance, the catalog 

presents an overall narrative focused on the first lady as a fashion icon, disregarding the constant 

growth of the role to include political and public significance. Because it eschews the political 

and public first lady for the fashionable first lady, the catalog perpetuates the 1965 catalog’s 

narrative of the traditional ideal woman who had no importance outside of her appearance. 

 Furthermore, the catalog chooses and presents objects and photos in a way that 
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diminishes the significance of its political or public discussions of the first ladies in favor of their 

fashion style, confirming the catalog narrative of the first lady as a fashion icon. For example, 

the catalog presents most first ladies with a full-page spread of photos of their gown and 

accessories, and some first ladies have multiple pages dedicated to presenting their fashion. 

Michelle Obama’s famous Jason Wu gown is depicted on an entire page preceding the section on 

Obama’s life and work, placing her fashion physically and visually ahead of her work.134 She 

also receives two additional pages presenting more photos of the gown as well as her shoes, ring, 

and earrings. The catalog depicts her fashion through multiple photos that overshadow the 

discussion of her political involvement and public advocacy, rather than accompanying fashion-

related photos with objects that could depict her public or political work.135 The catalog uses the 

same method to present many other first ladies who had far greater significance than just their 

style. For example, Jacqueline Kennedy also receives two extra pages showing two more of her 

dresses plus jewelry, though no photos depict her White House restoration efforts nor her 

televised tour of the renovated home.136 Grace Coolidge, Frances Cleveland, Mary Todd Lincoln, 

and Martha Washington each receive this same treatment. The catalog focuses readers on these 

important first ladies’ fashion over their public or political lives, using extra space to further 

emphasize their fashion and cement the catalog narrative of the first lady as a fashion icon rather 

than a political figure or public influencer.137 In addition, the catalog depicts large photographs 

of first ladies’ dresses before giving information about the first ladies, the role of first lady, or the 
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collection.138 These dresses are presented without captions to identify the first ladies who wore 

them, which might elevate the first lady herself to the importance of the dress. Instead the dresses 

are disembodied and confront the reader first before any information on the first ladies, 

establishing the importance of the dresses over the women in the catalog narrative.  

 In addition to the catalog’s favoring of first lady fashion over work, the catalog tends to 

depict objects and photos that focus on first lady fashion rather than presenting those which 

would meaningfully demonstrate the important political and public roles of the first lady. This 

trend begins with Michelle Obama, who receives four pages filled with photos and objects from 

her time as first lady; of these photos and objects, most are related to her fashion and appearance 

and only a few depict her work with her Let’s Move! campaign, her law career, or other work.139 

In presenting more fashion-oriented objects and photos over those associated with first ladies’ 

work, the catalog emphasizes the fashion icon narrative of the first lady, a narrative which 

eschews work to focus solely on style. This continues with Nancy Reagan, who took a daily role 

in President Reagan’s work and administration and had her own public platform working to end 

drug abuse; however, the catalog merely presents a large spread of her inaugural gown and shoes 

as well as a dress suit that she wore to the 1980 Republican National Convention. Here, the 

catalog misses a vital opportunity to not only present objects more representative of Reagan’s 

work, but also to use her fashion to discuss her political work by giving information on the RNC 

and her role there.140 Furthermore, as previously mentioned, the catalog section on Eleanor 

Roosevelt depicts two pieces of clothing she wore as well as a pair of her sunglasses. Out of the 
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four photos and objects presented in her section, three present her style and appearance while 

only one reflects her work, a photo of her visiting a mine. The catalog uses valuable space 

presenting Roosevelt’s fashion, instead of presenting photos or objects reflective of her actual 

work as a political figure, like her position as a UN special delegate, her work giving lectures 

and holding press conferences, or visiting troops.141     

 The catalog’s fashion focus continues for earlier first ladies as well, even those that we 

know today took on political and public work. For example, in the catalog’s section on Sarah 

Polk, the text discusses how she was a very involved first lady - she was outspoken on her 

opinions and advised her husband on political issues.142 Despite this, of the three objects 

pictured, two of them are related to fashion - a dress and a fan - while the third is a piece of 

china. Why does the catalog not picture items related to her active role as first lady? This could 

include photographs of journal or newspaper accounts of her advisory capacity or her outspoken 

nature, her own paraphernalia that depicts her involvement, or a number of any other things that 

would better represent her reality as first lady than just clothing and accessories. Continuing this 

trend is the section on Edith Wilson, who is known to have taken on a large political role in the 

day-to-day functioning of the Wilson administration after President Wilson fell ill. Though the 

text discusses this involvement somewhat, the photographs and objects depict a first lady of 

fashion, confronting the reader with style and framing Wilson’s tenure as first lady with fashion 

in a way that counteracts the political discussions of the text. For example, the items pictured 

include a brooch, a fan, shoes, and a dress - none of these items would suggest that Wilson took 

on any kind of political role, insinuating to the reader that although the text states she was 
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involved politically, the more important takeaway from the section is Wilson’s style of dressing 

and accessorizing.143 Continuing this trend of favoring fashion over action is the catalog’s 

section on Grace Coolidge. Although the text does touch on Coolidge’s public work, including 

her work helping the blind and her liaison with the press to craft a careful public image of the 

Coolidge administration, the objects focus only on her fashion - an evening gown, a hand mirror, 

and a handbag. This visual focus on Coolidge’s style overshadows its textual discussion of her 

public work, since no visuals depicting this work are presented, such as photographs or 

newspaper articles that would demonstrate her press presence. By choosing to visually depict 

Coolidge’s style alone, the catalog overpowers its textual discussion of her public work, 

solidifying its narrative of the first lady as a fashion icon above all else. Since objects provide 

lenses through which we view and understand the past, the catalog’s reliance on objects related 

to first lady style further reinforce its narrative of the first lady as a fashion icon, regardless of 

textual discussions on subjects other than fashion.144 Furthermore, the catalog fails to effectively 

utilize the theory of object primacy, which states that objects hold the most strength in an exhibit 

and in creating an exhibit narrative, and are strengthened when paralleled in texts.145 Rather than 

presenting correlating texts and objects, the catalog perpetuates its fashion icon narrative by 

overpowering discussions of first lady work with objects that depict only style. 

 The catalog reinforces its narrative of the first lady as a fashion icon by reducing the 

space it gives to some first ladies, yet still using most of that space to present first lady fashion. 

First ladies Florence Harding and Helen Taft, for example, are only given one page in the catalog 
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(compared to the average two pages), yet a the catalog depicts large photos of a gown and other 

fashion accessories, dominating 25% to 50% of each section.146 This is especially unnerving for 

the influential Dolley Madison, who is lauded for her intellectual salons, political influence, and 

heroic actions to save White House items from an all-consuming fire. Madison is only given one 

page to encompass her accomplishments as first lady, and yet most of the space is used to depict 

her style; two of four objects depicted represent fashion - a fan and a satin robe.147 Here, and in 

each other section of this catalog where active first ladies are reduced to their fashion, the catalog 

misses a vital opportunity to educate readers on the reality of these complex first ladies.  

Rather than depicting the first lady as an important figure in American society who must 

meet social standards of beauty, dress, and comportment as a woman, as well as act in a public 

and political capacity, the catalog presents the first lady solely as a vector for fashion and style. 

The catalog’s fashion icon narrative of the first lady thus misrepresents the many roles and 

responsibilities of the position and instead suggests to readers that the only important 

accomplishments of first ladies comes through their style. 
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CHAPTER III: A NOT-SO-MODERN EXHIBIT 

 The Smithsonian First Ladies Collection has been exhibited in many iterations since its 

inception in 1912. The most recent installation of the collection is in NMAH’s the First Ladies, a 

permanent exhibit opened in 2011. The small exhibit is housed adjacent to NMAH’s exhibit the 

American Presidency: A Glorious Burden, and has not undergone any major renovations since its 

opening. By presenting a narrow, traditional narrative without properly addressing the modern 

roles and expectations of the first lady despite the capacity of the collection and the museum staff 

to do so, NMAH’s the First Ladies exhibit reveals little meaningful progress in depicting the first 

lady. Despite the constant expansion of the first lady position into the public sphere, and the 

corresponding shift in the Smithsonian’s definition of the first lady, the collection’s modern 

exhibit the First Ladies fails to reflect the growth and complexity of the role. Rather than using 

the capacity of the collection to present the overt political influence and public advocacy of 

contemporary first ladies and the subtle public and political involvement of early first ladies, the 

exhibit perpetuates the traditional first lady narrative of First Ladies Hall.  

NMAH’s the First Ladies maintains the traditional narrative of the first lady by 

emphasizing her role as a fashion icon. The exhibit’s wall texts and labels use language with a 

feminine connotation and focused on style to emphasize first lady fashion. Furthermore, the 

exhibit’s object choice and label language and placement frame the first lady wholly in terms of 

her fashion. The exhibit confronts the visitor by immediately framing the first lady with fashion, 

focusing on style and dress at the start of the exhibit. On the introductory wall text “The First 

Ladies,” visitors read that in studying the first ladies “we have judged their clothes” and deemed 
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them “trendsetters” and fashion models.148 This language guides visitors to view the first lady as 

first and foremost a vector for style. In fact, the first of four major sections of the exhibit, taking 

up around 25% of the exhibit space, concentrates solely on individual first ladies’ dresses and 

fashion throughout the years. Before exploring this section of the exhibit, visitors are met with a 

“Frequently Asked Questions” wall text that details the nature of the exhibit, stating that every 

administration is “represented . . . by an article of clothing.”149 This passive description 

disempowers the first ladies as the true subjects of the exhibits in favor of their dresses, which 

are seen as physical representations not of the women but of their presidential administration. In 

examining the elements which shape exhibit narratives, museum studies scholar Lisa Corrin 

notes that “texts frame our vision of museum objects” and provide us a lens for understanding 

objects’ meaning.150 Thus from the outset, the visitor’s experience of the exhibit is structured by 

wall texts which suggest that the first lady should be considered first in terms of fashion and that 

her complex role can be wholly represented by clothing. Further framing the fashion section of 

the exhibit is the prominent wall text “The Fashionable First Lady.” This text specifies that first 

ladies are “expected to provide a dignified and attractive image as representations of the United 

States,” quickly and efficiently reducing these influential and powerful public figures to the 

clothing they wear - and, of course, how they wear it.151  

 Already introduced wholly in terms of fashion through the exhibit’s wall texts and object 

choice, the label language in the First Ladies fails to meaningfully depict the first ladies’ work 
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outside of their fashion style, maintaining the exhibit narrative of the first lady as a fashion icon. 

“The Fashionable First Lady” holds a large display case of gowns and accessories, with a foot-

level caption for each dress. One piece of the caption describes the dress, while the other gives 

facts on that first lady’s style and fashion influence.152 No additional commentary is provided on 

the first ladies outside the realm of fashion; instead they are singularly characterized through 

their style from the start of the exhibit. The captions depicting the first ladies’ style not only 

reduce these complex women to their appearance, they also mask the important work undertaken 

by many of the first ladies presented in the exhibit. For example, the label for Caroline 

Harrison’s dress states that she was “praised for her modest wardrobe” which was “a sensible 

exemplar for American Women,” failing to mention her work encouraging women’s rights and 

equality through her charitable giving.153 Eleanor Roosevelt’s so-called simple style is explained 

by the label as a sensible choice for this “frequent traveler,” but the label fails to detail that 

Roosevelt was often traveling on political or public engagements, giving lectures and speeches or 

completing charitable, social, and reform work.154 For example, in her newspaper column, found 

in the Smithsonian Institution Archives, Roosevelt presents a moving call to American society to 

remember the horrors of war to prevent it and encouraging Americans to be “better citizens 

ourselves” in working for peace.155 Commenting only on the first ladies’ style suggests to 

visitors that a first lady’s fashion is more important than her work, or even that first ladies do no 
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work. For example, Jacqueline Kennedy’s style label depicts her as “topping the best-dressed 

lists,” naming her a “fashion icon” who inspired the “Jackie look.”156 The public image of her 

family and the White House that this “glamorous first lady” carefully curated and opened to the 

public is given no mention, relegating Kennedy to being wholly represented by the clothing she 

chose to wear.157 Rather than examining the significance of the first ladies’ fashion - as forms of 

advocacy or as a national obsession - or integrating discussions of their work alongside their 

style, this section simplifies the complexities of the first lady role to fashion alone. Thus “The 

Fashionable First Lady” is the framing narrative for the rest of the exhibit, placing visitors in the 

mindset of the first lady as a fashion icon as they move through the exhibit. 

 “The Fashionable First Lady” display case presents only gowns and accessories in its 

display case, matching the section’s subject of first lady fashion, though lacking a more nuanced 

label discussion of the first lady’s significance outside fashion. However, each of the following 

sections of the exhibit further reinforce the dresses and first ladies’ fashion as the exhibit subject, 

rather than the women themselves, through object choice. In “Inaugurations and Opportunities,” 

the third section of the exhibit, the opening wall text promises a section that discusses the 

“agendas and special projects” first ladies use to “influence national opinion on a subject,” 

suggesting the section will focus on first lady work.158 However, the objects displayed in this 

section relate solely to fashion and do not reflect first lady work as the subject of the section. 

This begins with Melania Trump’s gown display, a stand-alone case that marks the beginning of 

the section. The gown is labeled with a detailed description of the dress design, and a biography 
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of Trump on a nearby wall discusses her origin and her efforts as a hostess.159 Immediately, this 

exhibit section on first lady work is framed with this visual display and textual focus on fashion. 

Much like “The Fashionable First Lady,” “Inaugurations and Opportunities” displays first ladies’ 

gowns and accessories only, doing little to visually present the first ladies’ work as promised in 

the introductory wall text. In this section visitors can view gowns of first ladies from Betty Ford 

to Michelle Obama, as well as shoes, purses, and jewelry.160 As previously discussed, the 

tangible, material nature of exhibit objects draws visitors’ attention first; objects thus hold more 

power in the exhibit narrative than texts or labels. Since all the objects in this section represent 

only fashion and not work, the object choice for “Inaugurations and Opportunities” presents an 

exhibit narrative of fashion, not work. 

 In "Changing Times, Changing First Ladies,” the same theme appears. Although the 

section claims to explore the “significant roles” that four influential first ladies crafted for 

themselves, the objects presented suggest otherwise.161 For each first lady in this section, Dolley 

Madison, Mary Todd Lincoln, Edith Roosevelt, and Lady Bird Johnson, many objects displayed 

represent their fashion rather than their work to expand the duties and influence of the first lady. 

Each first lady’s segment of the section includes a large display case featuring a piece of their 

clothing. For example, Dolley Madison’s case presents her robe, while Mary Todd Lincoln’s 

large display boasts an evening dress with extra bodices. Because these objects are tangible and 

displayed prominently over any texts, they draw visitors’ attention and focus the exhibit narrative 

on the first lady as a fashion icon before any other roles. Each first lady’s segment also has small, 
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inlaid shelving units which display smaller personal objects meant to visually depict how these 

women influenced the role of first lady.162 However, these objects only further reinforce the 

fashion focus of the exhibit rather than depicting first lady work. For example, the shelf “A 

Memorable First Lady” presents a shoe, a fan, and a portrait of Madison, presenting her style 

rather than the political and cultural influence she wielded as first lady.163 Also representative of 

the section’s object choice eschewing first lady work for fashion is the shelf “A Presidential 

Image,” a title which immediately focuses visitors on the first lady’s appearance. The shelf 

presents a lorgnette, a bracelet, and a watch, all items which represent Lincoln’s fashion style but 

do nothing to depict her work, such as her advisory capacity to President Lincoln before he took 

office and her efforts to maintain this influence as first lady.164 Thus the object choice in 

“Changing Times, Changing First Ladies” represents only first lady fashion rather than the 

public or political work the section claims to explore. Within each of these three major sections 

of the exhibit, the objects displayed shape the exhibit narrative of the first lady as mainly a 

fashion icon because they depict only style and hold more power to shape the exhibit narrative 

than texts or labels. 

 The label design in the First Ladies further reinforces the exhibit narrative of the first 

lady as a fashion icon rather than as a functional public figure through their poor design and 

vague language. In “The Fashionable First Lady,” the placement of the display case labels allows 

the information, albeit wholly focused on fashion and style of the individual first ladies, to be 
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literally dwarfed by the dresses themselves, once more depicting the dresses as the subject of the 

exhibit rather than the first ladies. The labels are weak because they are not physically placed in 

conversation with the objects they discuss.165 Museum studies experts note that placing labels to 

the right of their objects increases their success, since we read from left to right and will 

automatically connect the object with the label, thus allowing the text to properly frame our 

object understanding.166 However, the dress descriptions and style biographies of the first ladies 

in this first section are underfoot of the visitor, and are very brightly lit. The placement and 

lighting makes the labels hard to read, as the visitor must stare straight down into the brightness 

of the labels in the darkness of the exhibit. In addition, in order to incorporate the labels into their 

viewing of the display case of dresses, visitors must constantly shift their gaze up and down. This 

effectively disrupts the flow of their experience and weakens the educational power of the labels, 

since visitors are more likely to focus on the objects when the labels are not easy to read.167 

Being at floor level places the clothing and style of the first ladies on a physically higher level 

than the information, reflecting the narrative focus on first lady fashion rather than function.

 In “Inaugurations and Opportunities,” the labeling techniques are the same as those in 

“The Fashionable First Lady,” presenting short texts at the foot of the gown display. Once more, 

the bright lighting and color scheme of the display case and labels contrast with the low lighting 

and darker color scheme of the exhibit proper, making the labels hard to read. Because the labels 

are brightly lit and placed underfoot of the gowns, rather than alongside them, they are 

overpowered by the gown display and hold little power to influence the exhibit narrative. The 
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label texts serve to further weaken the labels as narrative-building tools. This section claims to 

examine the public platforms of the recent first ladies, yet the labels fail to give any meaningful 

detail on their important work. For example, Rosalynn Carter’s label states that she was a “social 

advocate” in creating the Projects and Community Liaison Staff to run her public projects and 

that she was a “very active” honorary chair on President Carter’s mental health commission.168 

However, most of the label focuses on praising Carter’s devoted support of her husband’s career, 

and it gives no further detail on Carter’s public platforms or her mental health advocacy. Without 

this detail, the visitor is left without an understanding of Carter’s influential work as first lady, 

with the small and vague label being overshadowed by Carter’s style on display. Each of the 

labels in this section follows the same trend, listing the titles and projects of each first lady but 

giving no supporting detail to draw visitors’ attention away from the shining gown display, 

focusing the exhibit narrative on first lady fashion rather than work. 

 The exhibit design of the sections “The Fashionable First Lady” and “Inaugurations and 

Opportunities” physically present the exhibit narrative as focused on first lady fashion. An 

exhibit narrative is crafted not only by exhibit language and object choice but also through 

exhibit design elements like thematic and physical flow, lighting, and color schemes.169 The 

large display case of gowns in “The Fashionable First Lady” commands visitors’ attention as 

soon as they enter the exhibit with its placement directly across from the entrance, guiding 

visitors to note the “values and beliefs written into the architectural script,” that is, how the 

narrative is supported by exhibit design, an influence on exhibit narratives studied by museum 
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scholars Carol Duncan and Alan Wallach in their essay “The Universal Survey Museum.”170 In 

this exhibit, the “architectural script” begins with the dress display case that draws visitors into 

the exhibit and instills in them the primary importance of first lady style simply through the 

section’s placement “in the center” of the exhibit, as described on the exhibit website.171 The 

exhibit’s low lighting, contrasted with the comparatively brightly-lit display case, draws the 

visitor’s eye right to the gowns over any written information, effectively putting forth fashion as 

the main focus of the exhibit. This is related to both the lighting technique and object primacy.172 

The specific lighting of the exhibit and display cases, as well as their light grey paint, serve to 

further direct the visitor’s complete attention to the dresses first, rather than the labels. For this 

exhibit, the designer specifically chose to combine bright, fiber-optic lighting inside the display 

cases with light grey paint to “allow the color and details of the gowns to be the primary focus of 

each case.”173 The attention-grabbing coloring of the display cases contrasts the darker color 

theme in the body of the exhibit, with dark carpeting and wall paint as well as low lighting.174 In 

studying exhibit design elements, Detlef Mertins confirms that this lighting technique allows 

objects to “assume the forefront of our attention, guiding visitors through the exhibit.175    
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 In addition, in “Inaugurations and Opportunities,” the gown display cases take up most of 

the space in the section much like in “The Fashionable First Ladies,” and their bright lighting 

and color scheme serve to draw visitors attention to the dresses rather than the informational 

texts and labels. However, the most powerful design feature of this section is the wall text and 

video screens that separate the two gown display cases. This dark section of wall grabs visitors’ 

attention through its color contrast with the display cases, and presents a quote and three video 

screens. The screens show close-up video footage of the dresses on display, allowing visitors to 

view the minute design details, as well as the first ladies dancing in their inaugural gowns.176 

Though this section means to explore the first ladies’ public platforms, these screens reinforce to 

the visitor that the first lady should be understood first in terms of fashion by focusing on the 

dresses rather than the women. The quote, in large block letters on the wall, states to visitors that 

“for one evening, the inaugural ball gown is the most important dress in the country,” quoting a 

Washington Post article from 1997.177 Although America does obsess over the first lady’s 

inaugural gown, placing this quote in its high position of power within this already fashion-

focused section misrepresents the first lady. The quote guides visitors to focus solely on the 

dresses rather than the first ladies, cementing the section’s perpetuation of the fashion icon 

narrative of the 1965 exhibit. This quote may have made more sense in “The Fashionable First 

Lady,” which focused on style, rather than in this section which meant to discuss the recent first 

ladies’ political and public involvement, where it distracts visitors from the first ladies’ work. 

 Building upon the exhibit’s perpetuation of the fashion model first lady narrative 

presented in the 1965 First Ladies Hall exhibit, NMAH’s The First Ladies maintains the 
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traditional narrative of first lady by focusing on her role as a social hostess. In “The Nation’s 

Hostess,” the wall text language, label placement and language, and section layout frame the first 

lady role with her hostess style and fails to address the political and public significance of the 

hostess position. In “Changing Times, Changing First Ladies,” the wall text and label language 

as well as object choice further fail to explore the significance and influence of the first ladies as 

intended, instead focusing on the social hostess role.  

In the second section of the exhibit, “The Nation’s Hostess,” a large display of the 

Smithsonian’s White House china collection, solidifies the hostess role in the exhibit narrative. 

Placed just to the left of the entrance, the china display is the natural next destination of visitors 

who have just finished exploring the gown and style display of “The Fashionable First Lady.” 

This section focuses on framing the first lady as a hostess who should be adept at entertaining on 

behalf of her husband. The text states that first ladies are “hostesses for the nation and the 

presidential administration” who worked to “offer warm welcomes” to the White House.178 The 

text discusses how a first lady’s hostess style influences national styles of entertainment and 

décor, failing to detail the political influence first ladies held as White House hostesses, working 

to legitimize their administrations and gain allies for the president.179 The wall placards and 

labels accompanying the exhibit further serve to disempower the first ladies themselves as 

subjects in favor of the china. Each first lady is given only a small placard with a photo and some 

biographical information, such as her age upon becoming first lady and her birth and death dates; 

this type of label is commonly referred to as a “tombstone label,” a name which denotes the 
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lackluster and un-detailed nature of such labels.180 These “tombstone labels” bury the first ladies 

as active figures through their lack of personal detail to accompany and balance the china 

presentation and link the role of hostess to the women themselves rather than the dishes. These 

placards are placed high on the wall above the china display, which meets the visitor just under 

eye level. It is difficult to read the tombstone labels, even though they are meant to meet federal 

standards for the Americans with Disabilities Act.181 The labels inside the display case identify 

the first lady to whom the china belonged, and then gives a short description of the china.  

 Additional small wall texts are presented for some first ladies to highlight their 

performance of the hostess role. These labels don’t mention any other work the first lady 

completed, reducing her entire tenure to her party style, and fail to meaningfully signify the 

political importance of the hostess role. Beginning with Martha Washington, these additional 

texts focus on the first ladies’ hostess style, utilizing language that aggrandizes the importance of 

style over the political and public influence the hostess role provided these women. For example, 

Martha Washington “attempted to establish a dignified social style,” while Dolley Madison 

“circulated” through her “squeezes.”182 These ignore Washington’s influence over the building 

of the nation and the development of the duties of first lady, as well as legitimizing President 

Washington’s administration.183 On Madison’s part, this label infantilizes her influential role 

leading intellectual and cultural salons that brought enlightened minds to the White House and 
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presented opportunities for diplomatic communications, often including Madison herself.184 

Many of the first ladies who receive these additional texts are not remembered for their hostess 

style but rather for their work. Nonetheless, the exhibit chooses to present them as ideal 

hostesses rather than public advocates or political influencers. For example, Eleanor Roosevelt is 

remembered for her public advocacy for the underprivileged and exploited, as well as her 

political career following her tenure as first lady. Roosevelt’s text gives detail of how she hosted 

King George VI and Queen Elizabeth at the White House and planned a picnic hot dog lunch for 

them; while detail of this hostess event is provided down to the type of food served, the label 

ignores Roosevelt’s political and public persona.185 This occurs for Nancy Reagan as well, who 

is remembered for her involvement in the day-to-day running and politics of the Reagan 

administration. However, her text focuses solely on her hostess style - something visitors 

probably don’t think of first when considering Nancy Reagan. Regardless, the label states that 

Reagan should be remembered for the “formality and a touch of Hollywood glamour” that she 

brought to the White House.186 By giving anecdotal detail on significant first ladies’ hostess style 

rather than descriptive detail on their work and influence as political and public figures, this 

section of the exhibit maintains the 1965 exhibit’s traditional hostess narrative of first lady.  

 As the second major section of the exhibit, “The Nation’s Hostess” compounds the gown 

display and fashion commentary of the first section to shape the exhibit narrative into a 

traditional story of first lady and frames the remainder of the exhibit with this traditional portrait. 

As previously mentioned, the specific layout and flow of an exhibit is a powerful tool for 
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crafting the exhibit’s narrative because they “articulate and enlarge the meaning” of an exhibit 

space.187 The exhibit designer purposefully placed the major sections of the exhibit in a way that 

would force the visitors on a specific pathway through their exhibit experience, wanting them to 

frame their visit first with the section on first lady style and then the section on the hostess 

role.188 With this purposeful flow design, the exhibit guides visitors through a carefully crafted 

framework for understanding the first lady. Before entering the later sections of the exhibit, 

which seek to present the contemporary first ladies and explore the role’s evolution, the exhibit’s 

structured flow frames the exhibit narrative with a traditional view of the first lady, improperly 

preparing visitors to grasp the complex political and public dimensions of the first lady. 

 The exhibit’s focus on depicting the first lady as a social hostess without exploring any 

other roles of the first lady continues in “Changing Times, Changing First Ladies.” This final 

section of the exhibit intends to explore the influential efforts of four first ladies to expand the 

position of first lady into the public and political spheres.189 However, the object choice and 

labeling only serve to further reinforce the narrative of the first lady as a hostess rather than an 

important, working public figure. This section maintains and emphasizes the hostess role of the 

first lady through presenting objects related to the hostess role, utilizing language that 

underscores the importance of the hostess role over public or political influence, and failing to 

recognize and demonstrate the political significance of the hostess role. For example, the 

introductory wall text states that this section of the exhibit presents first ladies who “fashioned 
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their own ways of handling the White House, families, parties, and politics;” of the four areas 

mentioned in this quote, three are heavily related to the hostess role and are given no larger 

political significance or power.190 Furthermore, the objects presented in the large display cases, 

which immediately draw the visitor’s attention before any text, are wholly representative of the 

hostess role. For example, Mary Lincoln’s display case presents a large silver coffee and tea 

service that she would have used when entertaining guests at the White House. In Edith 

Roosevelt’s case, a concert chair from her White House is presented; according to its label, it is 

in reference to the entertainment Roosevelt often organized for the White House.191 However, 

Roosevelt’s efforts to grow and control the public dimension of the first lady are not mentioned, 

such as her creation of the White House social secretary position to liaison with the press and 

craft a positive public image of the first family and administration, or her own efforts with the 

press to carefully control the images of her family available to the public.192 

 The themed shelving display cases also serve to reinforce the importance of the hostess 

role, rather than changing the script and discussing the political and public influence these first 

ladies held as well as their role in the development of the first lady position. For example, Dolley 

Madison’s shelves present themes like “Political Parties,” a misnomer which represents not 

political factions but rather parties in the soirée sense of the word. This shelf holds items like a 

White House invitation, a bowl from Madison’s china set, and a calling card case; these objects 

relate to Madison’s role as a hostess, but the labels fail to give them any political significance 

whatsoever and serve only to depict the hostess narrative without mentioning Madison’s political 
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and intellectual salons that she hosted, which she “used skillfully to diffuse animosities between 

political rivals.”193 Furthermore, Mary Todd Lincoln’s shelf titled “Wartime Entertaining” 

achieves the same meager end - reinforcing the simple hostess narrative of the exhibit without 

depicting the political power of the first lady hostess role or giving enough representation to 

Lincoln’s political or public presence, such as her role as informal adviser to her husband before 

his presidency.194 The objects on the shelf represent this failing - a coffee service, a carving set, 

and a framed portrait of a White House reception all simply reference Lincoln’s entertainment 

style without introducing any sort of political work or influence she held.195 Finally, Edith 

Roosevelt’s shelf “The Social White House” again focuses only on the social significance of the 

hostess role, rather than discussing the general political role of hostess nor Roosevelt’s individual 

political influence. The shelf depicts objects related to her entertainment style, including an 

invitation to a White House reception and a piece from her china set. The labels for these items, 

similarly to the labels in the other portions of this section, only describe the item, giving it only 

slight social significance rather than cluing the visitor into the heavy involvement and influence 

these women held.196 Although this section intends to explore these first ladies’ work to expand 

the role of first lady into the public and political spheres, the object choice and labels only 

reinforce the exhibit narrative of the first lady as a social hostess. 

Thus, many of the portions of this exhibit section serve not to explore how these first 
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ladies influenced the development of their role publicly or politically, but instead examine how 

they upheld the traditional hostess role, contributing to the overall exhibit narrative of the first 

lady as mainly a social hostess with little to no political significance or influence. 
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CHAPTER IV: MISSED OPPORTUNITIES AND MISEDUCATION 

 

 Exhibit curator Graddy and exhibit designer Clare Brown carefully curated, scripted, and 

designed NMAH’s the First Ladies exhibit with specific goals in mind. These goals were 

proclaimed through NMAH blog posts by Graddy and Brown, introductory wall texts defining 

the subject matter of the exhibit and its sections, and an interview with Graddy. Based on the 

framework of these clearly set-out goals, as well as my reading of the exhibit elements based on 

exhibition review guidelines, the First Ladies ultimately fails to achieve most of these goals. The 

twenty-first century museum is an institution which utilizes “highly complex and costly “story 

related” exhibits which build narratives around objects through exhibit design, wall text, and 

labels as well as interactive activities or reflection spaces. 197 This represents a shift in museum 

practice from nineteenth century museums which were mostly concerned with object display and 

presented little to no information on the objects or their larger significance.198 The modern 

museum “structures our relation . . . to culture” by crafting exhibits that present “well-defined 

storylines" on the subject through objects and related texts.199 From these narratives, visitors 

should be able to create their own understanding of the “significant story” told by the exhibit in 

order to learn from it.200 In fact, as documented by the American Alliance of Museums, the 

modern museum’s primary function is public education.201 Museum exhibits should be carefully 
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planned and presented to involve visitors in a narrative-based, reflective, and challenging 

learning experience that helps them understand the past and what it means for their present.202 As 

a national institution, NMAH’S exhibits should possess these characteristics; however, by 

presenting a traditional and narrow narrative of the first lady that fails to address the role’s 

modern nuances, the First Ladies does not meet the standards of the modern museum. 

 The exhibit’s layout and design were specifically planned to achieve certain goals in 

crafting the exhibit narrative. A stated in blog posts, SI exhibit designer Brown intended the 

exhibit floorplan to be open to encourage visitors to explore the exhibit in their own manner, 

exploring whichever sections or objects caught their attention most. This meant that visitors 

should be able to walk into the exhibit and feel free to explore the china display first, or the video 

screen to the right of the entrance, which features recent first ladies donating their gowns to the 

Smithsonian. As discussed in Chapter III, A Not-So-Modern Exhibit, Brown intended the color 

and lighting scheme of the exhibit to allow visitors to focus on the minute details of the objects 

displayed in the brightly lit, centrally placed display cases.203 Brown combined fiber-optic 

lighting inside the display cases (as opposed to outside of them, which caused glare on the glass 

and poor object visibility), with light grey paint to focus visitors’ attention on the gowns. 

Contrasted with the dark carpeting, low lighting, and dark grey wall paint in the body of the 

exhibit, this bright scheme is meant to make the display cases the central, attention-grabbing 

feature of the exhibit.204 Brown intended the “cameo or “vignette” shape” of the wall texts, video 
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screens, and portraits to keep the exhibit’s architecture simple so as not to distract visitors from 

the objects. Brown intended the shapes to be reminiscent of a mirror, encouraging visitors to 

consider themselves in the role of first lady and to connect with these women as individuals.205 

Finally, design blog posts stated that the object labels and wall texts needed to be in a legible 

font, well-lit, and ADA-accessible.206 

 Utilizing both the framework for exhibit reading and reviewing, as well as my site visit to 

the First Ladies at NMAH, I assess how the exhibit does or does not meet these design goals. 

Brown intended the first portion of the exhibit to have an open floor plan that encouraged visitors 

to explore at their own leisure and guidance; however, the focus on the first large display case of 

dresses, created by the purposeful light lighting and color scheme, instead draws visitors right to 

“The Fashionable First Lady” section, an effect that is compounded by its prominent placement 

just across from the entrance.207 The peripheral placement of the china display to the left of the 

exhibit entrance fails to catch visitors’ attention because it is not placed in their direct line of 

vision from the entrance; the same holds true for the video documentary screen to the right of the 

dress display.208 Rather than being prominently placed in an equal or competing position to the 

dress display, the video monitor showing recent first ladies donating their dresses is tucked into 

an alcove to the extreme right. While I was in the exhibit in January for almost two hours, I 

rarely saw visitors watch the documentary first; many visitors did not notice the documentary at 
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all.209 Furthermore, the designer contradicts her goal of an open floor plan in another blog post 

where she writes that she wanted to craft a pathway through the exhibit so that “each subsequent 

part . . . would reveal itself to the visitor as she or he moved through the space.”210 The 

prominent placement and attention-grabbing bright lighting and light color scheme of “The 

Fashionable First Lady” draws visitors immediately to this section, then leads them to “The 

Nation’s Hostess," which in turn guides them through the rest of the exhibit. This guided exhibit 

design frames visitors’ experience of the first lady first with fashion, then with the hostess role, 

contributing to the overall traditional exhibit narrative of the first lady. 

 Brown did achieve her goal of crafting display cases that focused visitors’ attention on 

the details of each object. Specific lighting and design subtly tell visitors which exhibit elements 

are most important, especially when used to spotlight objects, since their material nature already 

grabs visitors’ attention over other elements like wall texts.211 The contrasting lighting and 

coloring of the exhibit space and display cases direct visitor attention to the spotlighted objects 

rather than the texts and labels. Brown’s final goal was to create accessible labels and wall texts 

that were reflective of the visitors. The exhibit did not achieve this goal, based on scholarly 

standards for label creation and placement as well as my site visit observations. The labels for 

the objects, as well as their descriptive texts, were not placed in a prominent or accessible 

location for visitors to read them or relate them to the objects. Although labels are most 
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successful when placed to the right of an object, the labels in this exhibit are either low underfoot 

of or high above the objects, forcing visitors to squint down into the bright white of the dress 

display case labels, or crane their neck to read the tombstone labels above the china display.212 

The label texts are small and use smaller font sizes that, in combination with their placement, are 

difficult to read. Furthermore, the “vignette” shape of the wall texts did not encourage visitor 

reflection as intended. Though I have visited this exhibit numerous times at varying ages, I never 

connected this shape with a mirror nor felt encouraged to see myself in the role off first lady. 

Most visitors, as observed on my site visit, did not spend much time reading these texts, instead 

jumping right into viewing the objects, suggesting that they did not feel encouraged by the wall 

texts to reflect.213 Thus while the designer did achieve her goal of focusing visitors’ attention on 

the objects in the exhibit through careful lighting and color schemes, she did not meet her goals 

of creating an open floor plan that encouraged self-guided exploration or crafting wall texts that 

encouraged self-reflection in understanding the roles and experiences of the first ladies. 

 Based on blog posts, exhibit wall texts, and an interview with curator Graddy, the exhibit 

intended to achieve certain narrative and learning goals through object placement and wall texts. 

First, the exhibit meant to educate the visitor with a “discussion of the changing roles” of the first 

ladies through the “beloved traditional elements” of the role such as hostess and fashion icon.214 

Building upon this goal, “Inaugurations and Opportunities” is meant to use the inaugural gowns 

to examine “the incoming first ladies’ plans for their tenure and their accomplishments in 
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office;” Graddy’s goal for the exhibit was to examine how each first lady approached her role 

and how the role has changed and expanded outside of the “traditional elements.”215 “The 

Fashionable First Lady” intended to foster reflection on the question “why do we care what the 

first lady wears?” as stated on the section’s introductory wall text.216 The exhibit’s final section, 

“Changing Times, Changing First Ladies” intends to explore how four first ladies made a 

“substantial mark” on the role of first lady to create a role involving political and public 

dimensions alongside and within the hostess and fashion elements.217 Finally, Graddy intended 

visitors to leave the exhibit reflecting on the complex challenges of the first lady role created by 

the competing expectations placed upon them, such as being devoted to their families while also 

promoting public platforms.218 This goal is embodied in the exhibit’s final wall text “An Ever-

Changing Role” which asks the visitor: “what would you do with the job if it were yours?”219 

 Although Graddy intended the exhibit to be an experience of the changing role of first 

lady, the exhibit focuses solely on representing the traditional roles of the first lady without an 

equal focus on the role’s evolution and expansion. The first half of the exhibit concentrates on 

the traditional hostess and fashion icon roles of the first lady, maintaining First Ladies Hall’s 

ideal 1950s woman narrative. Although first ladies must still fill these roles, the exhibit fails to 

integrate the traditional roles into the modern dimension of the first lady by not exploring these 
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roles’ political and public significance. For example, the hostess position has always held 

political sway for a presidential administration - in the early days of the presidency, social mores 

required that a man have a woman host his events so that both men and women could attend.220 

White House receptions often boasted politicians, intellectuals, artists, and diplomats and were 

background to important discussions which would have been impossible without the first lady 

acting as hostess.221 However, “The Nation’s Hostess” fails to examine how the political nature 

of the hostess role grew and changed with varying first ladies, presenting the role as static and 

focusing solely on the first ladies’ hostess style. The only mention of political influence of the 

role is in the introductory wall text, which states that when a first lady acts as hostess, she helps 

America internationally and can support the president’s agenda.222 However, the section fails to 

uphold this intention of exploring the political hostess role. Visitors’ attention is focused on the 

torso-level display of china, and they must look high above the display to see the first ladies 

themselves. These labels also fail to present the political significance of the role mentioned in the 

first wall text, since the vignette labels only address anecdotes that depict an individual first 

lady’s hostess style, as examined in Chapter III, A Not-So-Modern Exhibit rather than how she 

used her role as hostess to exert political influence or expand the power of the first lady.  

 Just as “The Nation’s Hostess” presents the first lady within a very traditional view of the 

duty rather than expounding upon its ever-growing political significance, “The Fashionable First 

Lady” fails to address the influence and significance first ladies held through their style. 

Although many of the labels do explain how these first ladies followed - or even set - fashion 
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trends, the labels do not mention the larger meaning first ladies’ clothing often held. For 

example, Eleanor Roosevelt’s style is only described as simple for the sake of traveling, but the 

label does not mention that Roosevelt was traveling so often for her public and political work, 

advocating for the poor, speaking at political conventions, and giving lectures and press 

conferences.223 While Nancy Reagan is presented in this display through the red business suit she 

wore to the RNC in 1980, the label only mentions her glamorous style, missing the opportunity 

to explore the changing roles of the first lady by talking about her political activities represented 

by this suit.224 Thus “The Fashionable First Lady” and “The Nation’s Hostess” fail to achieve the 

exhibit’s goal of exploring the growing roles of first lady outside the realm of the traditional by 

not integrating examples of the political and public influence these roles accorded the first ladies.  

 This failure is compounded by the exhibit’s failure to purposefully address the recent first 

ladies in terms of a public or political dimension. Although the labels and wall text in 

“Inaugurations and Opportunities” suggest that first ladies have important roles as public 

advocates and political advisors, listing the social platforms of each first lady and mentioning 

how these women supported their husbands’ legislative efforts is not enough to overpower the 

narrative focus on first lady fashion explored in Chapter III, A Not-So-Modern Exhibit. These 

short discussions of the public and political involvement of the first ladies lack power because 

they are not reflected in the objects displayed, since objects hold more power over visitors and 

the exhibit narrative than texts, especially when texts do not reflect the objects presented.225 For 

example, although Michelle Obama’s label mentions her Lets Move! campaign and other 
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platforms, no objects or pictures are displayed to visually reflect this discussion of her work.226 

This vagueness continues for each first lady’s label. Nancy Reagan’s label notes her Just Say No 

anti-drug platform and states that her “concerns for her husband’s safety” prompted her 

involvement in the administration.227 The label does not detail Reagan’s specific work as a 

public advocate or political influencer, leaving the visitor to focus on her inaugural gown and 

style only. Though the exhibit purports to explore the traditional and modern roles of the first 

lady equally, it focuses on the traditional narrative of first lady as a politically insignificant 

hostess and fashion icon through object presentation and vague detail on wall texts and labels. 

 Furthermore, “The Fashionable First Lady” fails to achieve another of its goals, to 

examine why Americans are so fascinated with first lady fashion. Although many of the dress 

labels demonstrate just how intrigued Americans have always been with what the first lady 

wears, namely by mentioning the fashion trends women like Mamie Eisenhower, Jackie 

Kennedy, and Grace Coolidge embodied and started, this does not provide an explanation or 

dialogue on why their fashion holds such power over America. The only reference to the 

question "why do we care what the first lady wears?” is in the section’s introductory wall text, 

which asks, but provides no explanation for, the question “why are we so interested in what they 

[the first ladies] wear?”228 Simply asking the question is not enough to inform visitors on 

American obsession with first lady fashion nor to encourage them to actively reflect on the topic 

or come up with an answer. Thus the exhibit fails to achieve this goal because the question asked 

on the wall text is not further addressed, explored, or explained in the display itself. A discussion 
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of this phenomenon would add a larger significance to the narrative of the first lady as a fashion 

icon by placing it in conversation with public expectations of the position. 

 Graddy also did not achieve her goal for the exhibit’s final section “Changing Times, 

Changing First Ladies” to explore four first ladies’ significant expansion of the role. As 

previously discussed, the choice of objects in these displays heavily favor the traditional 

narrative of first lady and fail to integrate any political or public significance to the objects that 

would represent how these women shaped the first lady role. The labels fail to provide 

meaningful detail and explanation of these first ladies’ influence on the role, compounding the 

object choice to focus the exhibit narrative on the traditional roles of the first lady rather than its 

expansion or influence. For example, Dolley Madison’s section focuses heavily on her efforts to 

save pieces of White House furniture or decoration during the fire of 1814, an event that 

demonstrates neither Madison’s influence as first lady nor her expansion of the role. The section 

titled “the Political Dolley Madison” inadequately details Madison’s significant political 

influence; the text states that she practiced “a personal form of politics” and that she “gathered 

and dispersed information about political events and public opinion.”229 These vague descriptors 

do not meaningfully depict Madison’s active efforts to exercise political influence through her 

salons, instead relegating her influence to the private sphere by describing it as personal. Though 

the text does mention that she “established the political importance of the White House hostess,” 

it does not explain how her efforts as a hostess achieved this, nor what the “political importance” 

of the hostess role even is.230 The section repeats this trend for each first lady, failing to examine 

the role’s evolution in favor of vaguely describing the first ladies’ tenure and presenting hostess- 
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and fashion-focused objects. This section only succeeds in presenting the fashion icon and 

hostess roles of first lady without representing how these women used the political and public 

influence of these roles to increase the first lady’s power in the public and political spheres. 

 Finally, because each section of the exhibit fails to meaningfully meet Graddy’s goals to 

explore all of the complex roles of the first lady and to educate the visitor on the political and 

public influence these women held and expanded, the exhibit fails in its final goal to encourage 

visitor reflection. Although the final wall text asks the visitor to reflect on how they would 

approach the position of first lady, the exhibit does not provide enough context on the varying 

roles of the first lady to give the visitor ample information to reflect on the entire role. Instead, 

visitors may leave believing this question is meant to make them think about what dress they 

might wear or what china design they might choose, since these are the traditional first lady roles 

that the exhibit focuses on. The exhibit does not cue visitors to critically consider what policies 

they might advocate for in their administration, what public platform they might focus on, or in 

which areas they might want to expand the duties of first lady. Simply asking visitors to reflect 

on the complex role of first lady at the end of the exhibit is not enough. This is not only because 

the complexities of the role are not amply addressed in the exhibit to prepare visitors to reflect on 

them, but also because there is no space or guidance for this reflection. The exhibit abruptly exits 

into a bare hallway at its end, with nowhere for visitors to stop and ponder what they’ve learned. 

 The failures of the First Ladies, namely to present the nuances and shifts in the first 

lady’s many roles, are only thrown further into relief in examining the previous exhibit of the 

Smithsonian First Ladies Collection, First Ladies: Political Role and Public Image (1992). This 

exhibit, and its accompanying catalog, presented objects and textual discussions that examined 

the continual evolution of the public and political dimensions of the first lady role, beginning 
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with Martha Washington and reaching to Hillary Clinton. Called a “pivotal transformation point” 

for the Smithsonian’s collection by Graddy, curator Edith Mayo intended this exhibit to bring the 

collection into the modern world - that is, to reflect and present the first lady as she is today.231 

This 1992 exhibit explored the role of first lady in the context of women’s history and 

scholarship. Though this exhibit was taken down permanently in 2006 to make room for a major 

core renovation of NMAH, this exhibit is an excellent physical representation of the 

modernization of the collection and its ability to be exhibited in a way that focuses wholly on the 

importance of the first lady’s public and political work.232 The exhibit and its catalog 

contextualize and explore the growth of the diverse and important roles of first ladies from 

Martha Washington onward, exploring their political and public importance and influence, how 

certain first ladies shaped the role into what we know today, and the diverse experiences of each 

first lady.233 In exploring the active dimension of the role, the catalog employs more empowering 

language to describe the myriad traditional and modern duties of the first ladies and gives in-

depth detail to ground its analysis in factual examples of first ladies working. Notably, the 

catalog critically examines how public expectations of the first lady have (and in some ways 

have not) grown and changed and how that influenced the development of the role, arguing that 

first ladies must now contend with public expectations of them as traditional wives and mothers 

as well as modern public and political figures.234 Through its detailed examination of the myriad 

roles of first lady and the position’s evolution, First Ladies: Political Role and Public Image 
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demonstrated NMAH’S ability, and the capacity of the collection, to depict the evolution of the 

diverse duties and work of the first ladies by focusing on their public and political roles. 

 As one of the most popular exhibits in SI, the First Ladies certainly receives public and 

press attention. While no large-scale survey of visitors has been conducted for the 2011 exhibit, 

newspaper reviews, an interview with Graddy, and a survey from an earlier, temporary first 

ladies exhibit at NMAH provide context for how this exhibit and its narrative are received by the 

public it is meant to educate. Most of these reviews note the necessity of including the dazzling 

gown displays and china collection to satisfy the public’s obsession with first lady style and life; 

however, many reviewers comment on the exhibit’s failure to address the first lady outside of 

these traditional aspects. A 2014 Washington Post review argues that even at its 50th anniversary, 

NMAH presents the past as an accurate depiction of the present. The reviewer notes that “the 

first exhibit installed in the Museum of History and Technology is still its star: the first ladies’ 

gowns.” This article states that although First Ladies Hall was, in its time, a large step forward in 

exhibit practice since it placed the gowns on display in accurate settings, the current exhibit does 

little to address the changes in the role and expectations of the first lady since 1965.235 A 2013 

review, a satirical article for the Washington Post on how Washingtonians can avoid the tiring 

tourist traps of the city, notes that in “the first ladies exhibit . . . the inauguration gowns of 

American presidential wives are displayed in long glass cases.” 236 This quote highlights the 

                                                
235 Beth Marlowe, "The Smithsonian's National Museum of American History Celebrates Its 50th 

Anniversary with a Look Back at Its past," The Washington Post. May 29, 2014, Accessed April 11, 2018, 
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exhibit’s failure to present the first ladies as political or public figures in their own right, 

focusing solely on their gowns. 

Other Washington Post reviews are similarly critical, specifically on how the exhibit 

addresses – or fails to address – the unprecedented tenure and work of Michelle Obama as the 

first African-American first lady. This 2009 review condemns the exhibit for failing to educate 

visitors on the significance of Michelle Obama’s ascension to the role, as well as failing to 

explore the meaning of displaying Obama alongside first ladies who held slaves and ascribed to 

the idea of black inferiority. However, the review grants that the exhibit does reflect a leading 

public ideal on the role: as described by Hillary Clinton, the first lady “has been perceived as 

largely symbolic. She is expected to represent an ideal – and largely mythical – concept of 

American womanhood.”237 Though this review remarks on the temporary exhibit at NMAH 

before the First Ladies opened in 2011, its assessment that NMAH refuses to acknowledge the 

tension of presenting Michelle Obama alongside earlier first ladies still holds true. Thus the 

exhibit’s focus on the traditional ideal of the first lady as the ultimate woman does reflect this 

aspect of public perception of the role, but as a powerful institution of public education, the 

exhibit also has a duty to nuance this view of the first lady by exploring her other significances. 

As stated by 1992 exhibit curator Edith Mayo, “it is sad and telling that the press and the public 

are unaware that presidential wives since Abigail Adams have been wielding political 

influence.”238 Though Mayo’s quote is not recent, and her exhibit certainly attempted to combat 

this issue by educating visitors on the evolution of the first lady as a political influencer and 
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public figure, a 2011 Washington Times review argues that Mayo’s assessment still stands for the 

2011 exhibit. This reviewer scathingly states that although first ladies  

often played more powerful roles than vice presidents in serving the nation, but their 

accomplishments are glossed over in the new “The First Ladies” galleries at the 

Smithsonian’s National Museum of American History. The exhibition mostly 

concentrates on dress and presidential china to present a traditional view of the first lady 

as White House hostess. 

 

The reviewer also criticizes the “Changing Times, Changing First Ladies” section because it only 

displays four first ladies who influenced the role, out of many influential first ladies, and does so 

ineffectively. For example, the review states that exceptional first ladies like Dolley Madison, 

“exalted as “Lady Presidentress” in her day, predictably is heralded for her social skills and 

patriotism during the War of 1812,” rather than her political work.  Finally, this reviewer aptly 

sums up the significant conclusion of this thesis:  

since the collection’s beginnings, the role of the first lady has expanded enormously, 

along with our appreciation of its unofficial but influential position. This evolution 

deserves to be traced within a larger, more in-depth exhibit at the Smithsonian to reveal 

more of the important contributions made by our 46 first ladies, not just their tastes in 

clothes.239 
 

Although the exhibit remains popular and is a destination for tourists in Washington, 

D.C., it receives press criticism for its ineffective exploration of the modern first lady and its 

tiring focus on the traditional narrative of the first lady. Furthermore, the 2011 exhibit fails to 

incorporate exhibit elements from the 1992 exhibit and the 2008-2011 temporary exhibits of the 

collection that resonated with visitors. For example, Graddy states that visitors enjoyed seeing 

the inaugural gowns not just on mannequins but on the first ladies themselves; she argues this 
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physical and visual image of the first lady in her gown alongside its display allows visitors to 

personally connect with the first ladies.240 Large graphics of the first ladies in their gowns were 

immensely popular with visitors in the temporary exhibits, but no such graphics appear in the 

2011 exhibit. Only small photos of the first ladies in their gowns appear on the small labels, and 

small ovular video screens show the first ladies dancing in their gowns.241 Furthermore, a survey 

of visitors to the 2008 temporary exhibit concludes that the exhibit fails to attract male visitors, 

rendering it a weak tool of education for a large portion of museum visitors. This survey also 

concluded that visitors responded favorably to aspects like large photos of the women in their 

dresses, video stories of the women, texts on the collection itself and its history, and texts on the 

first ladies work and actions.242 The current exhibit only incorporates one of these aspects by 

displaying a few small video screens of the first ladies, failing to address visitor feedback. Many 

visitors also felt that the temporary exhibit would be improved by reflective elements, like a 

contemplative area or a method to leave their thoughts and comments on the exhibit for the 

museum.243 Such elements were also not incorporated into the 2011 exhibit. Thus although the 

exhibit remains popular, it faces public criticism for its lack of focus on the first ladies 

themselves and their important work, as well as its failure to address visitor comments on how to 

improve the exhibit. The 2011 exhibit has not undergone a similar survey to assess visitor 
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reception of how it presents the first lady, but NMAH should address this shortcoming in order 

to examine how effectively it presents the first lady to visitors and ensure it is efficiently curating 

the First Ladies to cater to visitor preferences, which will not only maintain its popularity but 

also help it continually revise its narrative on the first lady. 

 NMAH’s the First Ladies is hit-or-miss in achieving its initial goals, and faces public 

criticism for presenting an incomplete and narrow narrative of the first lady that fails to 

meaningfully represent the public and political dimensions of the first lady in equal measure with 

the domestic and traditional dimensions of hostess and fashion icon. The exhibit further fails to 

present the subtle political and public influence early first ladies held through these traditional 

roles. There are some larger institutional pressures and limitations that guide exhibit creation that 

can explain some of these failures; however, they do not fully explain the exhibit’s inaccurate 

representation of the first lady. Since NMAH, as part of SI, is a public, federally-funded 

museum, it faces certain challenges like having limited funds to acquire collection items and to 

create exhibits. Graddy explained that most of the items in their collection are donated by or 

borrowed from the White House, presidential libraries, or the women themselves.244 The 

museum may not have enough funding to acquire more objects that would reflect the growing 

political and public dimensions of the first lady. However, as shown in the 2014 collection 

catalog as well as in the 1992 First Ladies: Political Role and Public Image catalog, the 

collection has the capacity to present objects related to politics and public work. Such objects 

include first ladies’ campaign pins for their own candidacies or for the presidential campaigns on 

which they worked tirelessly, as well as documents of the first ladies that represent their political 

work, like the health care pamphlet from Hillary Clinton’s initiative under President Clinton to 
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reform American health care. As a popular and prominent public institution, SI must also be 

wary of inciting controversy that would damage their reputation as an institution, as happened 

with the planned but never-completed Enola Gay exhibit at the National Air & Space Museum. 

This exhibit was intended to address not only the military aspects of the Manhattan Project and 

its culminating events, dropping the atomic bombs on two Japanese cities, but also the fallout 

from this initiative. This included photos and statistics representing the damage and horrors the 

Japanese faced from the atomic bombs, as well as a critique and questioning of the necessity of 

dropping the bomb. After public and veteran uproar, the exhibit was cancelled, but it is forever 

remembered as a stain on NASM’s reputation.245 Thus NMAH must constantly toe the line 

between representing the many facets of the first lady and not being too controversial so as to 

maintain public support.246 Thus it might be difficult for the exhibit to address the intense 

criticism Hillary Clinton received, for example, for her unprecedented political involvement and 

the public backlash against the political dimension of the first lady which led successive first 

ladies to focus more on their public and private roles. 

 However, scholars and public historians examining SI, like James B. Gardner, hold that 

museums must “continue to explore history . . . and to take risks” because they are institutions of 

education, and must present accurate, complex, and challenging exhibit narratives to inform 

visitors.247 This is especially important because “for institutions like the Smithsonian, people 

assume we speak with authority” and visitors will take exhibit narratives as truth without 
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question, pressuring the exhibits to tell the actual and whole truth, controversial or complex as it 

may be.248 Although NMAH is under intense public and federal scrutiny and faces financial 

limitations, it has a duty to take risks to serve the public truthfully as a modern museum.  

 In addition, the modern museum must no longer be a place of hegemony that reinforces 

without question the stories of the powerful.249 Instead, it must be open to interpretation, self-

critical of its narratives through exhibit design and content, and constantly confrontational, 

challenging, and reflective to foster critical thinking and fulfill its duty to educate the public.250 

This means that exhibit narratives should not attempt to “draw ultimate conclusions” but rather 

should “invite serious analysis and critique” and puzzle visitors on how to make sense of the 

varying perspectives and ideas presented in an exhibit.251 However, NMAH fails to present an 

open-ended, complex, or challenging narrative of the first lady and does not give adequate 

information or space for visitors to critically reflect on the exhibit and craft their own 

understanding of the first lady. This is because of the un-nuanced, and traditional depiction of the 

first lady the exhibit presents as a whole image of the role. This narrow narrative disregards the 

diverse women who have held the title, their varying approaches as first lady, and their important 

work as political influencers and public advocates. The exhibit fails to meet the most important 

criteria of the modern museum - crafting a challenging, complex, and open-ended narrative 

which inspires critique and reflection and which attempts to present the “truth” from every angle. 
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Therefore, NMAH’s the First Ladies miseducates the public through its traditional depiction of 

the first lady which misrepresents the complexity and challenges of the role. 

  NMAH, as part of SI, holds a national prestige which encourages visitors to come to the 

museum in droves to be presented with the truth. Its prominent location on the National Mall in 

the capital accords it a national legitimacy to tell America’s stories, which reinforces public 

perception that the narratives it presents are the truth.252 Because of its failure to confront visitors 

with a challenging, complex, and critical narrative on the first ladies, NMAH misuses its national 

stage and abuses its public trust to educate Americans. Since Americans hold public trust in SI to 

present the truth wholly and accurately, this exhibit powerfully influences American public 

perception of the modern first lady and their understanding of the role’s evolution. By failing to 

explore how the role of first lady developed and expanded, the First Ladies presents a 

misrepresentative, overly traditional narrative of the first lady that does not include her modern 

role as an influential public and political figure, thus miseducating the national public and failing 

to do justice to the complex role.  
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CONCLUSION 

 In this thesis, I argued that although the role of first lady has continually expanded into 

the public and political spheres based on public expectations and duties of women in general, 

NMAH’s exhibit narrative on the role in the First Ladies presents an incomplete and simplistic 

picture of the first lady. For a baseline of comparison to examine how the modern NMAH 

narrative on the first lady has shifted (or not) to follow actual changes in the role itself, I 

analyzed the narrative of the 1965 MHT exhibit First Ladies Hall through its catalog, written by 

curator Margaret Brown Klapthor. Through a close reading of this catalog, I established that the 

catalog and its corresponding exhibit crafted a narrative of the first lady as a traditional woman 

who fulfilled the expected domestic-sphere based duties of the female gender, including acting as 

hostess and devoted wife, and dressing and behaving according to societal expectations for 

political reasons – establishing a proper public image to support her administration. The culture 

surrounding women’s social roles in the 1950s was heavily focused on the home and family, 

painting women as the ultimate caretakers of the domestic sphere; it is this atmosphere that 

informed and makes sense of the traditional narrative of first lady in the 1965 exhibit. Upon 

comparing the narrative of first lady presented in the 2014 collection catalog and 2011 exhibit 

however, I argued that the First Ladies maintains this traditional narrative without addressing the 

growth of the first lady role in the public and political spheres. 

 Thus in this thesis I argued that despite the serious gains the female gender made in the 

almost half-century between these two exhibits, gains embodied in the position of first lady as 

the ultimate American woman, the Smithsonian employed a narrative of the first lady that 

continued to present her as most importantly a hostess and fashion icon. The exhibit and catalog 

portions on these traditional aspects overshadow the influential public and political work the first 
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lady completes. Because the modern exhibit and catalog so powerfully present the traditional 

narrative of the first lady, reminiscent of the 1965 exhibit, they fail to accurately present the role 

of first lady as it exists today, as well as fail to do justice to the many complex and influential 

women who held and shaped the position to work for the good of their administration and nation. 

The modern exhibit’s failure to present a more complex narrative on the first lady as a public and 

political figure caused it to fail to meet the goals of its designers and curators. Furthermore, the 

exhibit’s perpetuation of this simple and traditional narrative renders it a poor imitation of the 

modern museum, which educates through experiential learning and encourages visitors to form 

their own conclusions by presenting an open-ended, complex narrative rather than a narrow and 

closed narrative that leaves little room for critical interpretation. As a national institution which 

draws millions of visitors per year, and which possesses legitimacy and influence through its 

federal, national stature and location on the National Mall, NMAH has an important 

responsibility to meet these standards of the modern museum because it has such power to 

determine the truth narrative of American history that shapes public learning and memory. 

 When I began this project, I had no idea what it would become or what parts of the 

research question I would focus on. This meant that in my research process, I found many 

interesting pieces of information for other projects that I did not have the time or space to pursue 

in this thesis. Though I was able to introduce some larger significance of NMAH’s failure to 

create a representative exhibit that achieved its own goals and met the standards of the modern 

museum, I would have liked to take this portion further if given more time and space. With that 

in mind, there were several research pathways this project opened that I was unable to follow, 

but that I hope future researchers might explore in order to deepen the significance of this thesis 

as well as the field of scholarship on first ladies, museums, and the Smithsonian Institution. 
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 Of these many pathways, the one that I found the most inspiring and interesting was 

configuring an exhibit from the Smithsonian First Ladies Collection that did meet the goals set 

forth by NMAH curators and designers, and which properly met the standards of the modern 

museum. This project would require vast museum studies knowledge and experience for exhibit 

design, object selection, curation, exhibit script writing - all things I do not yet possess. This type 

of project would not only highlight the same issues that I have in my thesis - the failure of the 

modern exhibit to accurately depict the modern first lady and its resulting inability to construct a 

modern museum exhibit - but also to propose and shape possible solutions to the problem. A 

scholar would need to complete an in-depth research process for this exciting project, including 

finding documents I was unable to gain access to as well as other behind-the-scenes sources and 

knowledge. For example, a researcher on this project would need access to a collection database 

to examine the objects available and select objects which would properly convey the myriad of 

duties of the first lady, addressing the problem I identified in this thesis that the modern exhibit 

presents objects that represent only the traditional narrative of first lady and not her public or 

political roles. While a written project on this topic could suffice, when I pondered the topic I 

imagined it as a physical re-imagination of the exhibit, perhaps as a scale model that would allow 

people to visualize the revamped exhibit and compare it to the current exhibit. This project 

would reinforce my thesis by visually representing the capacity of the collection to present a 

more complex and representative narrative of the first lady, a capacity overlooked in the modern 

exhibit. It would also expand the scholarship on my thesis field by proposing a solution to the 

problems I identified, an aspect of this project I could not explore. 

 Another large-scale research project that could expand my thesis would be an in-depth 

investigation and analysis of curation and design practices at the Smithsonian. This is in relation 
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to my own small analysis of NMAH’s design and curation goals and failures in Chapter IV, 

Missed Opportunities and Miseducation, where I concluded that the exhibit fails to meet the 

standards of the modern museum and thus holds the power to nationally miseducate the public 

on the first lady. This small discussion could be approached on a larger, institutional scale rather 

than just for a single exhibit. This research project would be an important addition to the current 

scholarship on the Smithsonian Institution by examining if the problems I identified - the 

exhibit’s failure to present a narrative wholly representative of the complexities of the first lady - 

within the entire institution, seeing if such practices are repeated in other exhibits which hold the 

same national power and legitimacy. This would be an important exploration of how SI utilizes 

its power to shape public learning and understanding of subjects like American History. It could 

lead to a call to action at the Smithsonian to review and reform its exhibit design and curation 

practices for future exhibits to ensure they present more complex, representative, and 

experiential narratives through elements like exhibit flow, floor plan, lighting, and script 

language. This large-scale project would be an excellent addition to current museum studies 

scholarship by examining the Smithsonian as a powerful presence in American public education 

and memory and analyzing how their practices might be improved within the larger context of 

the modern museum. 

 I contend that my argument on the failures of the Smithsonian to properly address the 

first lady despite its capacity to do so holds great significance for the American public. This 

comes not only through the potentials for research-based expansion addressed above which 

would lead to institutional examinations of the Smithsonian, its practices, and its capacity to 

educate, but also through this particular exhibit’s influence on visitors. When I first visited 

Washington, D.C as a little girl, my mother dragged me through museum after museum, 
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including visiting NMAH’s the First Ladies. Bored to tears by words on the wall, like in most 

museums we had visited, I hopped around excitedly from object to object as they caught my eye; 

it was from these objects that I formed my first idea of what our first lady was - beautiful, 

fashionable, and important because of it. Although I most certainly am not the only little kid to 

visit this exhibit, I am likely one of the few who returned numerous times, growing old enough 

to understand and appreciate the texts in the exhibit which served to deepen my understanding of 

the work and significance of the first lady. But for the little kids who only get to visit once, and 

who only see the dresses and dishes and shoes while blinded to the exhibit texts, only form the 

simple picture of the beautiful first lady. And although only a select few women will ever hold 

the position of first lady, all little kids grow up and must shape their place and role in society, a 

process subconsciously shaped by how they viewed and learned about the roles of women in 

society, or the most prominent one, the first lady. If a child sees that the most important woman 

in the nation is only important because she is beautiful and has pretty dresses, then that image 

limits his or her perception of how women can contribute to and be important in American 

society. At the core of this thesis is the question: what are we telling American children they can 

be? Instead of showing the first ladies as the beautiful, fashionable, political, influential, complex 

trailblazers they are, NMAH tells American children that today, like in the 1950s, first ladies are 

what they wear, and that girls can only aspire to be just as traditionally valued. Let’s not relegate 

another generation of American women to the domestic sphere. Let’s inspire them towards more, 

let’s tell them they can do it all, let’s give them the chance to work and to shape their own role, 

just like the first lady. 
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